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K/0=-1.<ÿ&0.ÿ2?ÿ99ÿM8K&N ÿ;1>71?10:7.3<ÿ:??/0./6ÿ:00/;;ÿ.2ÿ:;@<93=4ÿ:76ÿ
;.-:</6ÿ027;16/-:53<ÿ?-24ÿ.3/ÿ,-2./0.12/ÿ?2=76:.127ÿ2?ÿ:;<3=4ÿ3:94ÿ
OPÿQQÿRSQTUÿ
84ÿ ;.:531;317>ÿ&;<3=4ÿ31>15131.<ÿ
I2ÿ5/ÿ/31>153/ÿ?2-ÿ:;<3=4ÿ:7ÿ:,,310:7.ÿ4=;.ÿ/;.:531;3ÿ.3:.ÿ3/ÿ2-ÿ;3/ÿ
;=??/-/6ÿ,:;.ÿ,/-;/0=.127ÿ2-ÿ3:;ÿ:ÿ9/33G?2=76/6ÿ?/:-ÿ2?ÿ?=.=-/ÿ,/-;/0=.127ÿ27ÿ
:002=7.ÿ2?ÿ-:0/ÿ-/31>127ÿ7:.127:31.<ÿ4/45/-;3@18,ÿ17ÿ:ÿ,:-.10=3:-ÿ;201:3ÿ
>-2=,ÿ2-ÿ,231.10:3ÿ2,17127ÿM.3/ÿC?12/ÿ>-2=76;EN4ÿÿI2ÿ/;.:531;3ÿ:ÿC9/33G
ÿ
ÿ664ÿVÿ!/?=>//ÿ&0.ÿWÿ9ÿA6ÿK.:.4ÿ:.ÿ894ÿÿ
ÿ6@4ÿVÿXÿ72./;ÿ6BY@9ÿ:76ÿ:0024,:7<17>ÿ./D.4ÿÿ
ÿ6B4ÿ#33/>:3ÿ#441>-:.127ÿ!/?2-4ÿ:76ÿ#441>-:7.ÿ!/;,27;15131.<ÿ&0.ÿ2?ÿ8AABÿ=54ÿ%4ÿ$24ÿ896G9 ÿ
889ÿK.:.4ÿ99AG@6BÿM8AABNÿM0261?1/6ÿ:;ÿ:4/76/6ÿ17ÿ;0:../-/6ÿ;/0.127;ÿ2?ÿÿ:76ÿ ÿJ4K4Z4&4NÿM/7:0./6ÿ
:;ÿ"121;127ÿZÿ2?ÿ.3/ÿL4715=;ÿZ27;2316:./6ÿ&,,-2,-1:.127;ÿ&0.ÿ2?ÿ8AAN4ÿ
ÿ64ÿ" [L!&8ÿ 4ÿ&$\ !ÿ%&'ÿL]ÿ&K^%J_ÿ#$ÿI8 ÿJ$#I "ÿKI&I KÿWÿ87ÿM98@ÿ/64NÿM01.17>ÿ
#33/>:3ÿ#441>-:.127ÿ!/?2-4ÿ:76ÿ#441>-:7.ÿ!/;,27;15131.<ÿ&0.ÿ889ÿK.:.4ÿ99AG@6BÿM8AABNN4ÿ
ÿ64ÿJ71.17>ÿ:76ÿK.-/7>.3/717>ÿ&4/-10:ÿ5<ÿ-221617>ÿ&,,-2,-1:./ÿI223;ÿ!/F=1-/6ÿ.2ÿ#7./-0/,.ÿ
:76ÿL5;.-=0.ÿI/--2-1;4ÿ&0.ÿ=54ÿ%4ÿ$24ÿ89G@Bÿ88@ÿK.:.ÿÿM998Nÿ03/-/17:?./-ÿ&I!#LIÿ&0.4ÿÿ
I3/ÿ&I!#LIÿ&0.ÿ,-221;127;ÿ:14/6ÿ:.ÿ0=-517>ÿ./--2-1;.ÿ:0.121.<ÿ9/-/ÿ;2ÿ5-2:6ÿ.3:.ÿ.3/<ÿ5:--/6ÿ
:;<3=4ÿ?-24ÿ>-2=,;ÿ91.3ÿ72ÿ./--2-1;.ÿ0277/0.127;ÿ1703=617>ÿ210.14;ÿ2?ÿ./--2-1;.ÿ/D.2-.127ÿ:76ÿ924/7ÿ
-:,/6ÿ5<ÿ4131.1:;4ÿÿ8J_&$ÿ!#`8IKÿ]#!KIÿ&[&$"L$#$`ÿI8 ÿ !K ZJI "7ÿ1#ZI#_KÿL]ÿI !!L!#K_ÿ
&$"ÿL! KK#L$ÿ[&!! "ÿ]!L_ÿ&K^%J_ÿM99BNÿ3..,;7aa99943=4:7-1>3.;?1-;.42->a9,G027./7.aÿ
=,32:6;a,6?a9BA@G:;<G:5:7627G,/-;/0=./64,6?4ÿÿ
ÿ6A4ÿ824/3:76ÿK/0=-1.<ÿ&0.ÿ2?ÿ99 ÿ=54ÿ%4ÿ$24ÿ89GABÿ88BÿK.:.4ÿ8@ÿM99Nÿ03/-/17:?./-ÿ
8K&4ÿÿI3/ÿ8K&ÿ3141./6ÿ:64171;.-:.12/ÿ-/21/9ÿ2?ÿ:;<3=4ÿ03:14;4ÿÿbcPÿ
ÿ@94ÿ&$\ !ÿTdXÿ72./ÿ6ÿ:.ÿWÿ874ÿ
ÿ@84ÿ ÿZ4]4!4ÿWÿ948M5NM8NYMNÿM98N4ÿÿI3/ÿ5=-6/7ÿ2?ÿ,-22?ÿ31/;ÿ91.3ÿ.3/ÿ:,,310:7.ÿ.2ÿ/;.:531;3ÿ
5<ÿ:ÿ,-/,276/-:70/ÿ2?ÿ.3/ÿ/216/70/ÿ.3/ÿ9/33G?2=76/6ÿ?/:-ÿ2?ÿ,/-;/0=.127ÿ-/F=1-/6ÿ=76/-ÿ.3/ÿ;.:.=./4ÿÿ
bcPÿWÿ948M5NM8NM11N4ÿÿ&ÿ?17617>ÿ2?ÿ,:;.ÿ,/-;/0=.127ÿ0-/:./;ÿ:ÿ-/5=..:53/ÿ,-/;=4,.127ÿ.3:.ÿ:ÿ9/33G
?2=76/6ÿ?/:-ÿ2?ÿ?=.=-/ÿ,/-;/0=.127ÿ:3;2ÿ/D1;.;4ÿÿbcPÿWÿ948M5NM8N4ÿÿI3/ÿ>22/-74/7.ÿ4:<ÿ-/5=.ÿ.3/ÿ
,-/;=4,.127ÿ5<ÿ,-2217>ÿ.3:.ÿ.3/-/ÿ3:;ÿ5//7ÿ:ÿ?=76:4/7.:3ÿ03:7>/ÿ17ÿ01-0=4;.:70/;ÿ:76ÿ.3=;ÿ.3/ÿ?/:-ÿ
2?ÿ?=.=-/ÿ,/-;/0=.127ÿ72ÿ327>/-ÿ/D1;.;ÿ2-ÿ.3:.ÿ.3/ÿ:,,310:7.ÿ02=36ÿ-/320:./ÿ.2ÿ:72.3/-ÿ,:-.ÿ2?ÿ.3/ÿ
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,2-./0/ÿ,0123ÿ450ÿ1663781.4ÿ9-:4ÿ622;0ÿ1ÿ<201:2.1=30ÿ62::7=7374>3ÿ4514ÿ50ÿ
?733ÿ:-,,02ÿ602:08-472.ÿ=1:0/ÿ2.ÿ2.0ÿ2,ÿ450ÿ,7;0ÿ@22-./:ÿ7,ÿ204-2.0/ÿ1./ÿ4514ÿ
450ÿ1663781.4ÿ7:ÿ-.1A=30ÿ22ÿ-.?7337.@ÿ42ÿ1;173ÿ579:03,ÿ42ÿ450ÿ622408472.ÿ2,ÿ4514ÿ
82-.42>ÿ1:ÿ1ÿ20:-344ÿ
4ÿB50ÿ23747813ÿC67.72.ÿD22-./7ÿ'514ÿ#:ÿ<C67.72.140/ÿ.2-@53Eÿ
#,ÿ1.ÿ7./7;7/-13ÿ0:41=37:50:ÿ1ÿ?033F,2-./0/ÿ,012ÿ2,ÿ602:08-472.ÿ=081-:0ÿ
50ÿ22ÿ:50ÿ523/:ÿ1ÿ802417.ÿ623747813ÿ267.72.ÿ0;0.ÿ7,ÿ4514ÿ267.72.ÿ?1:ÿ90203A>ÿ
14427=-40/ÿ42ÿ4509ÿ=>ÿ1.24502ÿ450ÿ1663781.4ÿ91>ÿ=0ÿ037@7=30ÿ,22ÿ1:>3-94ÿÿ
B50ÿG.740/ÿ$1472.:ÿH7@5ÿI2997::72.02ÿ,22ÿ!0,-@00:ÿJG$HI!Kÿ7.4026204:ÿ
450ÿ82.8064ÿ2,ÿ623747813ÿ267.72.ÿ=221/3>ÿ/0,7.7.@ÿ74ÿ1:ÿ<1.>ÿ267.72.ÿ2.ÿ1.>ÿ
914402ÿ7.ÿ?5
785ÿ450ÿ91857.02>ÿ2,ÿL4140ÿ:28704>ÿ22ÿ62378>ÿ91>ÿ=0ÿ
A
6
0.@1@0/43 ÿ
23747813ÿ1:>3-9ÿ/20:ÿ.24ÿ20M-720ÿ450ÿ7./7;7/-13ÿ42ÿ1/5020ÿ42ÿ1.>ÿ
612478-312ÿ623747813ÿ7/0232@>ÿ22ÿ6124>AAÿ.22ÿ/20:ÿ74ÿ20M-720ÿ4514ÿ450ÿ267.72.ÿ=0ÿ
2-4?12/3>ÿ0N620::0/ÿ22ÿ1840/ÿ-62.4ÿÿB50ÿG$HI!ÿ20O084:ÿ450ÿ.2472.ÿ4514ÿ
623747813ÿ1:>3-9ÿ7.;23;0:ÿ267.72.:ÿ4514ÿ120ÿ7.5020.43>ÿ623747813ÿ=-4ÿ41P0:ÿ
82.40N4ÿ7.42ÿ1882-A.Q4ÿ?50.ÿ/040297.7.@ÿ?504502ÿ1.ÿ1847;74>ÿ22ÿ267.72.ÿ7:ÿ
623747813ÿ7.ÿ.14-204ÿÿ$2.82.,2297:4ÿ=051;722ÿ81.ÿ13:2ÿ82.:474-40ÿ1ÿ6237A47813ÿ
267.72.ÿ7,ÿ74ÿ301/:ÿ450ÿ602:08-422ÿ42ÿ796-40ÿ1.ÿ267.72.ÿ42ÿ450ÿ7./7;7/-134ÿÿ#4ÿ
7:ÿ52?0;02ÿ620:-662:0/ÿ4514ÿ450ÿ1-45227470:ÿ22ÿ2030;1.4ÿ6124:ÿ2,ÿ:28704>ÿ
82.:7/02ÿ450ÿ7./7;7/-13ÿ42ÿ51;0ÿ1.ÿ267.72.ÿ<.24ÿ42302140/ÿ=>ÿ450ÿ1-45227470:ÿ
?5785ÿ120ÿ82747813ÿ2,ÿ45072ÿ6A237870:ÿ22ÿ90452/:3ÿ22ÿ4514ÿ457:ÿP7./ÿ2,ÿ267.72.ÿ7:ÿ
796-40/ÿ42ÿ450ÿ7./7;7/-134ÿÿ#962241.43>ÿ450ÿ602:08-472.ÿ.00/ÿ.24ÿ=0ÿ14ÿ450ÿ
ÿ

82-.42>ÿ42ÿ1;27/ÿ,-4-20ÿ602:08-472.4ÿÿRSTÿUÿ948J=KJKJ77K4ÿÿ
ÿA4ÿRSTÿUÿ 948J=KJKJ7KJVK4ÿÿB50ÿ1663781.4ÿ9-:4ÿ=0ÿ-.1=30ÿ42ÿ1;27/ÿ457:ÿ602:08-472.ÿ=>ÿ
20328147.@ÿ42ÿ1.24502ÿ6124ÿ2,ÿ450ÿ82-.42>4ÿÿRSTÿUÿ948J=KJKJ77K4ÿÿÿ
ÿA4ÿG$#B "ÿ$&B#C$LÿH#DHÿICWWX!ÿYC!ÿ! YGD LÿJG$HI!KÿH&$"VCCZÿC$ÿ!CI "G! Lÿ
&$"ÿ I!#B !#&ÿ YC!ÿ " B !W#$#$Dÿ ! YGD ÿ LB&BGLÿ[ÿ QÿJ8\\ÿ20;4ÿ0/4ÿ8\\Kÿ
54467]]???4-.582422@]6/\A 1\46/,ÿ050207.1,402ÿG$HI!ÿ! YGD ÿH&$"VCCZ4ÿ
ÿA64ÿG$ÿ!0,-@00ÿ&@0.8>ÿ^_`aÿbcSÿ_ÿÿcdÿaefÿedÿÿghceÿ
ijÿSÿbSjÿRSkÿ86ÿJ$2;4ÿ 8ÿ 99Kÿ5446:7]]???4O-:47804@2;]:740:]ÿ
/0,1-34],730:]0272]30@18>]986]9]8A]G$HI!lD-7/037.0:lL0N-13lC270.41472.46/,4ÿÿ
ÿAA4ÿ&$Z !ÿcmjÿ.240ÿ6ÿUÿA78nÿoÿTdTÿ!7;1:FW1247.0pÿ;4ÿ#4$4L4ÿ\\ÿY4/ÿ886 ÿ886ÿJA45ÿ
I724ÿ8\\KÿJ,7./7.@ÿ450ÿ1663781.4ÿ503/ÿ1ÿ623747813ÿ267.72.ÿ7.ÿ20,-:7.@ÿ42ÿO27.ÿ1ÿ@-0227331ÿ@22-6ÿ/0:6740ÿ
4514ÿ:50ÿ7.747133>ÿ423/ÿ@-0227331ÿ2082-7402:ÿ4514ÿ:50ÿ82-3/ÿ.24ÿO27.ÿ=081-:0ÿ2,ÿ6120.413ÿ2=37@1472.:K4ÿÿ
ÿAQ4ÿG$HI!ÿ! YGD ÿH&$"VCCZÿcmjÿ.240ÿA ÿ[ÿQ4ÿ
ÿA4ÿRSTÿ[ÿ94ÿ
ÿA4ÿRSTÿÿ
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-./01ÿ22ÿ3-4ÿ13.34ÿ225ÿ3-4ÿ6/067608.3ÿ32ÿ94ÿ436:6934ÿ225ÿ;23636<.3ÿ.1=38>ÿ983ÿ
>.=ÿ94ÿ;45;435.340ÿ9=ÿ.ÿ/2/?13.34ÿ.<3254@Aÿ
B/6340ÿC3.341ÿ3.Dÿ-.1ÿ=43ÿ32ÿ4E;36<633=ÿ./0ÿ<2/16134/33=ÿ0426/4ÿ.ÿ
F;23636<.3ÿ2;6/62/Gÿ6/ÿ.1=38>ÿH8561;5804/<4ÿ25ÿ34:613.362/ÿ983ÿ:4/45.33=ÿ
54<2:/6I41ÿ3-.3ÿ63ÿ>.=ÿ94ÿ4E;541140ÿ3-528:-ÿ>4>9451-6;ÿ6/ÿ./ÿ25:./6I.362/ÿ
3.925ÿ8/62/ÿ.<36763=ÿ6/067608.3ÿ.<31ÿ22ÿ541613.J9/<4ÿ25ÿ.<36761>ÿ7623.362/ÿ22ÿ
<453.6/ÿ3.D1ÿ./0ÿ16>63.5ÿ2;;216362/.3ÿ.<36763=4ÿÿK28531ÿ-.74ÿ-2D4745ÿ.312ÿ
54<2:/6I40ÿ3411ÿ27453ÿ4E;541162/1ÿ32ÿ94ÿ;23636<.3ÿ2;6/62/1ÿJ084;4/06/:ÿ8;2/ÿ
3-4ÿ<65<8>13./<41L>213ÿ/2J3.93=ÿ26/06/:ÿ3-.3ÿ/4835.363= ÿ25ÿ54281.3ÿ32ÿ
4/:.:4ÿ25ÿH26/ÿ.ÿ>274>4/3ÿ<./ÿ94ÿ.ÿ;23636<.3ÿ2;6/62/ÿ6/ÿ12>4ÿ<.141ÿ
<2/160456/:ÿ2.<3251ÿ18J<-ÿ.1ÿ3-4ÿ4/7652/>4/3ÿ6/ÿD-6<-ÿ3-4ÿ/4835.363=ÿ25ÿ
54281.3ÿD.1ÿ4E;5411404ÿ
4ÿ4514<8362/7ÿM454ÿN-54.31ÿ./0ÿ$2/?C3.34ÿ&<3251ÿ
N-28:-ÿ;4514<8362/ÿ;3.=1ÿ.ÿ763.3ÿ5234ÿ6/ÿ14<856/:ÿ;23636<.3ÿ.1=38>ÿ
436:696363=ÿ3-4ÿ345>ÿ631432ÿ2;45.341ÿD63-283ÿ.ÿ1;4<626<ÿ0426/6362/ÿ6/ÿ3-4ÿ
ÿ
ÿ@A4ÿOÿB$ÿ!428:44ÿ&:4/<=ÿPQRSÿÿTUSÿUVÿPRUWSRÿ
UQÿXÿÿYZÿÿ[USÿ\[]^_ÿÿÿ\`a\ÿYbÿRcUÿTÿ\`deÿUSÿ
SfÿÿÿOQÿÿQfÿgÿ ÿhM.=ÿÿ99iÿ-33;7jjDDD48/-<5425:j0@004264;024ÿÿN-4ÿ
B$kK!ÿ13.341ÿ3-.3ÿ;23636<.3ÿ2;6/62/1ÿ4/363340ÿ32ÿ.1=38>ÿ>.=ÿ94ÿ.:.6/13ÿ3-4ÿ13.34ÿ25ÿFlUÿÿÿ
mGÿ3-.3ÿ.54ÿ/23ÿ32345.340ÿ9=ÿF3-4ÿ.83-2563641ÿUÿmGÿ./0ÿ3-.3ÿ-.74ÿ944/ÿ/236<40ÿ9=ÿF3-4ÿ
.83-2563641ÿUÿUSbÿlUÿÿÿmnoÿÿTRnÿh4>;-.141ÿ.0040i4ÿ
ÿJ94ÿ&$p !ÿQlUÿ/234ÿ6ÿqqÿ@78r@78Aÿ@78ÿ@7 ÿ@7J4ÿÿ
ÿJ84ÿOsÿnfnÿC./:-.ÿ74ÿ#4$4C4ÿ89ÿt40ÿ86 ÿ86 ÿhA3-ÿK654ÿ8AAiÿh54<2:/6I6/:ÿ/4835.363=ÿ.1ÿ.ÿ
;23636<.3ÿ2;6/62/ÿD-4/ÿ<2/1<62813=ÿ4E;541140ÿ6/ÿF./ÿ4/7652/>4/3ÿ6/ÿD-6<-ÿ;23636<.3ÿ/4835.363=ÿ61ÿ
25.8:-3ÿD63-ÿ-.I.50ÿ252>ÿ:2745/>4/3.3ÿ25ÿ8/<2/3523340ÿ./36?:2745/>4/3.3ÿ225<41Giuÿv23./21?
k45/./04Iÿ74ÿ#4$4CÿJÿt40ÿ8ÿ8 Jr ÿhA3-ÿK654ÿ8A6iÿh-2306/:ÿ3-.3ÿF0<-2216/:ÿ32ÿ54>.6/ÿ
/4835.3ÿ61ÿ/2ÿ3411ÿ.ÿ;23636<.3ÿ04<6162/ÿ3-./ÿ61ÿ<-2216/:ÿ32ÿ.22636.34ÿD63-ÿ.ÿ;.536<83.5ÿ;23636<.3ÿ2.<362/Gÿ
./0ÿ3-4ÿ:2745/>4/3ÿ1-2830ÿ/23ÿ6/w8654ÿ6/32ÿ3-4ÿ54.12/1ÿ94-6/0ÿ./ÿ6/067608.3x1ÿ<2>;34Eÿ<-26<4ÿ32ÿ
54>.6/ÿ/4835.3i4ÿÿyQÿÿ#4$4Cÿ74ÿ36.1?z.<.56.1ÿ@9ÿB4C4ÿ6 ÿ6 ÿh8AAiÿh54H4<36/:ÿ;436362/45x1ÿ
.5:8>4/3ÿ3-.3ÿ542816/:ÿ32ÿ3.{4ÿ16041ÿD63-ÿ./=ÿ;23636<.3ÿ2.<362/ÿ61ÿ6/ÿ631432ÿ.ÿ;23636<.3ÿ2;6/62/ÿ./0ÿ
26/06/:ÿ/2ÿ:528/01ÿ225ÿ.ÿFD433?228/040Gÿ24.5ÿ3-.3ÿ.ÿ;23636<.3ÿ2;6/62/ÿD2830ÿ6/ÿ2.<3ÿ94ÿ3-4ÿ9.161ÿ22ÿ
283854ÿ;4514<8362/i4ÿÿ
ÿJ4ÿOsÿnfnÿM.=25:.?1:8455.ÿ74ÿk23045ÿ69Aÿt4ÿ&;;xEÿ8ÿ6ÿhA3-ÿK654ÿ989iÿh26/06/:ÿ3-.3ÿ.ÿ
225>45ÿ>6363.5=ÿ2226<45x1ÿ54281.3ÿ32ÿH26/ÿ3-4ÿ%$ÿ:8455633.ÿ225<41ÿD.1ÿ./ÿ6>;8340ÿ;23636<.3ÿ2;6/62/ÿ
94<.814ÿ3-4ÿ%$ÿ8/04513220ÿ3-4ÿ54281.3ÿ.1ÿ.ÿ54H4<362/ÿ22ÿ3-465ÿ<.814iuÿM.536/4I?v84/06.ÿ74ÿk23045ÿ
J8Jÿt40ÿ88ÿ8ÿh3-ÿK654ÿ989iÿh-2306/:ÿ3-.3ÿ3-4ÿ;436362/45x1ÿ54;4.340ÿ54281.31ÿ32ÿ<22;45.34ÿD63-ÿ
t&!KÿD.1ÿ6/345;54340ÿ9=ÿt&!Kÿ>4>9451ÿ.1ÿF4E;54116/:ÿ./ÿ./36?t&!Kÿ;23636<.3ÿ2;6/62/GiuÿK-./:ÿ
74ÿ#4$4Cÿ88Aÿt40ÿ89@@ÿ89JAÿh0ÿK654ÿ8AAiÿÿh26/06/:ÿ54281.3ÿ32ÿ<2>;3=ÿD63-ÿK-6/414ÿ3.Dÿ>./0.36/:ÿ
3-4ÿ54;2536/:ÿ22ÿ14<8563=ÿ5834ÿ7623.362/1ÿ32ÿ94ÿ.ÿF;23636<.3ÿ2;6/62/Gÿ6/ÿ36:-3ÿ22ÿ3-4ÿ:2745/>4/3x1ÿ
-8>./ÿ56:-31ÿ13./0.501i4ÿ
ÿJ4ÿOfÿ89ÿt40ÿ.3ÿ86 uÿYfÿ88Aÿt40ÿ.3ÿ89J6rJ4ÿÿ
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-./01.2/-2.23ÿ32445.-/6476ÿÿ890ÿ!0:5;00ÿ<2.=0./-2.ÿ>12:/01?ÿ-./0./-2.2336ÿ
392?0ÿ/2ÿ302=0ÿ@01?035/-2.ÿ5.>0:-.0>ÿ/2ÿ2332Aÿ:21ÿ2>72C@/-.;ÿ-./01@10/2/-2.?ÿ
2.>ÿ2=2->ÿ0B335>-.;ÿ2ÿ9214ÿ>0?01=-.;ÿ2:ÿ@12/03/-2.4ÿÿ&?ÿ?240ÿ?392321?ÿ
92=0ÿ.2/0>7ÿD0@01?035/-2.ÿ-?ÿ2ÿ32.30@/ÿ2.36ÿ/22ÿ102>-36ÿ:-330>ÿE6ÿ/90ÿ32/0?/ÿ
0B24@30?ÿ2:ÿ2.0ÿ@01?2.F?ÿ-.9542.-/6ÿ/2ÿ2.2/79701ÿ2.>ÿ3-//30ÿ@51@2?0ÿ-?ÿ?01=0>ÿ
E6ÿ2//04@/-.;ÿ/2ÿ3-?/ÿ233ÿ-/?ÿG.2A.ÿ402?510?4H ÿ
'9-30ÿ/9010ÿ-?ÿ.2ÿ5.-=01?2336ÿ2330@/0>ÿ>0:-.-/-2.ÿ/9010ÿ-?ÿ2ÿ;0.0123ÿ
-.:010.30ÿ/92/ÿ2ÿ/9102/ÿ/2ÿ3-:0ÿ:100>24ÿ21ÿ2.2/901ÿ:5.>240./23ÿ97542.ÿ1-;9/ÿ
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30;-?32/-2.Nÿ3251/?ÿ92=0ÿ10@02/0>36ÿ903>ÿ/9010ÿ-?ÿ.2ÿ5.-=01?28336ÿ2330@/0>ÿ
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8ÿ&8% ÿO!&S%I]&"L $ÿ8S ÿL8&8MLÿVTÿ! TMO Lÿ#$ÿ#$8 !$&8#V$&%ÿ%&'ÿ8Jÿ`&4'4ÿL-b/92::ÿ
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ÿ7C4ÿcÿ123G01ÿ851Gÿ_ÿT12.30?ÿ$-3923?2.ÿXRÿZÿÿdZeÿfghÿiÿjkZeeÿ
ZYkÿÿ! TMO ÿ !V8 <8#V$ÿ #$ÿ #$8 !$&8#V$&%ÿ %&'7ÿ M$S<!FLÿ O%VU&%ÿ
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`>ÿ0>4ÿ99a4ÿÿ
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`J/9ÿ<-14ÿ996aÿ`:-.>-.;ÿ@01?035/-2.ÿA90.ÿ/90ÿ@0/-/-2.01ÿA2?ÿ>0/2-.0>ÿ:21ÿ2ÿ>26ÿ2.>ÿ2ÿ923:ÿ2.>ÿA2?ÿ
:2130>ÿ/2ÿ?-;.ÿ2ÿ>23540./ÿ10.25.3-.;ÿ<91-?/-2.-/6aNÿW212E3-.2ÿ=4ÿ#4$4L4ÿ8CÿT4>ÿ89 ÿ896Cÿ`J/9ÿ
<-14ÿ8JJaÿ`923>-.;ÿ/92/ÿ0=->0.30ÿ2:ÿ?@03-:-3ÿ/9102/?ÿ2.ÿ2.ÿ-.>-=->523F?ÿ3-:0ÿD-.ÿ32.b5.3/-2.ÿA-/9ÿ
0=->0.30ÿ2:ÿ@23-/-323ÿ2.>ÿ?23-23ÿ/5142-3Hÿ0?/2E3-?90?ÿ@1-42ÿ:23-0ÿ03-;-E-3-/6ÿ:21ÿ2?6354a4ÿÿ
ÿ94ÿcÿXYZÿ.2/0ÿ7Jÿ2.>ÿ23324@2.6-.;ÿ/0B/4ÿ
ÿ8QÿcoÿQR4ÿ]0-ÿT5.ÿ'2.;ÿ=4ÿS23>01ÿ7 ÿT4>ÿ76ÿ8lÿ`>ÿ<-14ÿ988aÿ`?/2/-.;ÿ/92/ÿ3251/?ÿ
92=0ÿ.2/ÿD?0//30>ÿ2.ÿ2ÿ?-.;30ÿ5.-:214ÿ>0:-.-/-2.HaNÿU2E2ÿ=4ÿS23>01ÿC7JÿT4>ÿJÿCÿ`>ÿ<-14ÿ99Jaÿ
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/8503=4ÿÿD603ÿ9.;25.3ÿ05<272812ÿ01ÿ?81?E983.-ÿ83=3:5ÿ;38053ÿA6.7.ÿ26.ÿ
?81?ÿ267.82.13ÿ26.ÿ7.3032.7B3ÿ/8503=ÿ5.59.73Fÿ27ÿA6.7.ÿ26.ÿ267.823ÿ684.ÿ122ÿ
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3://0;0.123=ÿ05501.12ÿ27ÿ5.18;01?ÿ83ÿ22ÿ;8:3.ÿ30?10/0;812ÿ8;2:83ÿ3://.701?ÿ27ÿ68754ÿÿ`abÿÿD67.823ÿ
58-.ÿ24.7ÿ8ÿ<72321?.-ÿ<.702-ÿ2682ÿ;8:3.ÿ26.ÿ7.;0<0.12ÿ22ÿG304.ÿ01ÿ8ÿ3282.ÿ2/ÿ;2132812ÿ/.87Hÿ;81ÿ8332ÿ
5..2ÿ26.ÿ3281-87-ÿ/27ÿ<.73.;:20214ÿÿ`abÿP[:2201?ÿSTÿ>#D#c $TM#ÿWÿ#VV#U!&D#d$ÿT !1T4ÿ&Te%SVÿ
%#U#Q#%#Deÿ&!Dÿ#7ÿ" N#$#D#d$ÿdNÿ! NSU Jÿ" N#$#D#d$ÿdNÿ !T >SD#d$Jÿ%#U#Q#%#DeÿQ&T "ÿd$ÿ
&TDÿ  !T >SD#d$ÿ 8ÿ PV874ÿ Fÿ 99OIÿ 622<7ffAAA4:3;034?24f302.3f-./8:32f/03.3fST>#Tfÿ
M:5810287081f!./:?..3g 9g Fg 9&3=3:5f&3=3:5f&dQD>g 9%.3321g 93813f"./0102021E!./ÿ
:?..E.73.;:2021E30?09002=E88:?894<-/4ÿ
ÿ6bÿhiÿbjbÿ>7.3<01E18338-87.3ÿ44ÿM23-.7ÿF ÿN4-ÿ88ÿ8FÿP626ÿ>074ÿ988IÿP/01-01?ÿ267..ÿ
-07.;2ÿ-.826ÿ267.823ÿ01ÿ8--02021ÿ22ÿ267.823ÿ8?80132ÿ26.ÿ8<<30;812B3ÿ/8503=ÿ5.59.73ÿ852:12.-ÿ22ÿ527.ÿ
2681ÿG5.7.ÿ267.823ÿ81-ÿ6878335.12Hÿ81-ÿ26:3ÿ;213202:2.-ÿ<.73.;:2021IJÿT2Lÿ44ÿV:L83.=ÿCFÿN4-ÿ6 ÿ
C6ÿP832ÿ>074ÿ99IÿPG0'.ÿ684.ÿ2/2.1ÿ8;L12A3.-?.-ÿ2682ÿ;7.-093.ÿ267.823ÿ;81ÿ-.<.1-01?ÿ21ÿ26.ÿ
;07;:53281;.3ÿ852:12ÿ22ÿ<.73.;:2021ÿ.3<.;0833=ÿA6.1ÿ26.ÿ833803812ÿ267.82.13ÿ26.ÿ<.202021.7ÿA026ÿ
-.826ÿ01ÿ<.7321ÿ81-ÿA026ÿ8ÿA.8<214HIJÿT523108L248ÿ44ÿU21@83.3ÿ6 ÿN4-ÿ89ÿ896OÿPO26ÿ>074ÿ
99CIÿP623-01?ÿ2682ÿG07.<.82.-ÿ-.826ÿ267.823ÿ.3<.;0833=ÿA6.1ÿ2623.ÿ267.823ÿ2;;:77.-ÿ01ÿ;21Z:1;2021ÿ
A026ÿ226.7ÿ/2753ÿ2/ÿ89:3.ÿ7.[:07.ÿ8ÿ/01-01?ÿ2/ÿ<832ÿ<.73.;:2021HI4ÿÿ
ÿC4ÿ&$R !ÿ\]^ÿ122.ÿ6ÿ_ÿ679ÿP[:2201?ÿV.52781-:5ÿ/725ÿK23.<6ÿ%81?3203ÿ".<:2=ÿ"074ÿ
".<B2ÿ2/ÿK:320;.ÿd//0;.ÿ2/ÿ#12B3ÿ&//8073ÿ&3=3:5ÿ"044ÿ21ÿ.73.;:2021ÿ2/ÿN8503=ÿV.59.73ÿPK:1.ÿ9ÿ
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-./.0142ÿÿ&1ÿ304ÿ52367601ÿ085/3909ÿ.:0ÿ361.ÿ2;ÿ9052<./=30ÿ7<6>01ÿ.2ÿ6373?90ÿ
>632<ÿ2;;03101ÿ2@0<ÿ99999ÿA03.</3ÿ&>0<67/31B>/3Cÿ2;ÿ4:2>ÿ40<0ÿ
3/.6@0ÿ 3D361:E150/F0<1ÿ4:2ÿ/<<6@09ÿ63ÿ.:0ÿG36.09ÿ-./.01ÿ/1ÿC2?3Dÿ
7:639<03B40<0ÿ<05/.<6/.09ÿ/77030</.63DÿD/3Dÿ085/31623ÿ63ÿA03.</3ÿ
&>0<67/4ÿ
HIÿÿJKÿLÿMÿÿNOÿPQÿÿÿRSSÿSOQÿ
&1ÿA03.</3ÿ&>0<67/3ÿ72?3.<601ÿ40<0ÿ63?39/.09ÿ46.:ÿ.:010ÿ30472>0<1ÿ
;<2>ÿ.:0ÿG36.09ÿ-./.01ÿ.:0Cÿ40<0ÿ1.633ÿ1.<?DD363Dÿ.2ÿ<0=?639ÿ/;.0<ÿ907/901ÿ2;ÿ
76@63ÿ?3<01.ÿ/39ÿ.:06<ÿ<072@0<63Dÿ7<6>63/3ÿT?1.670ÿ1C1.0>1ÿ40<0ÿ633E5<05/<09ÿ
.2ÿ72504ÿÿU/3D1ÿ;32?<61:09ÿ/>23Dÿ.:0ÿ40/F0309ÿ30D/3ÿ/39ÿD2@0<3>03./3ÿ
1.<?7.?<01ÿ52@0<.CXÿ/39ÿV521.E4/<ÿ7?3.?<01ÿ2;ÿ@6230370Wÿ.:/.ÿ363D0<09ÿ63ÿ
A03.</3ÿ&>0<67/4ÿÿY-E8ÿ/39ÿZ/<<62ÿ8ÿ0>0<D09ÿ/1ÿ.:0ÿ>21.ÿ92>63/3.ÿ
D/3D1ÿX/939ÿ723.63?0ÿ.2ÿ250</.0ÿ63ÿ@62303.ÿ255216.623ÿ.2ÿ.:06<ÿD2@0<3>03.1ÿ
.29/C4ÿÿ 1.6>/.01ÿ2;ÿ.:0ÿ3?>=0<ÿ2;ÿ>0>=0<1ÿ7?<<03.3Cÿ250</.63Dÿ63ÿ.:0ÿ
$2<.:0<3ÿ[<6/3D30ÿ@/<C7ÿ63ÿ98 ÿ.:0ÿG36.09Xÿ8$/.6231ÿ\;;670ÿ23ÿ"<?D1ÿ/39ÿ
A<6>0ÿ<052<.09ÿ/ÿ.2./3ÿ2;ÿ]6999ÿ>0>=0<1 ÿ4:630ÿ.:0ÿ-./.0ÿ"05/<.>03.ÿ
01.6>/.09ÿ/1ÿ>/3Cÿ/1ÿ]9994XÿÿY2<0ÿ<0703.3Cÿ3041Xÿ<052<.1ÿ:/@0ÿ01.6>/.09ÿ
.:0<0ÿ/<0ÿ9999ÿD/3Dÿ>0>=0<1ÿ63ÿ3ÿ-/3@/92<ÿ/32304ÿ
ÿ

ÿ 24ÿJÿ#330D/3ÿ#>>6D</.623ÿ!0;2<>ÿ/39ÿ#>>6D</3.ÿ!0152316=636.Cÿ&7.ÿ2;ÿ8XX2ÿ?=4ÿ%4ÿ$24ÿ896E
9 ÿ889ÿ-./.4ÿ99XE]62ÿ^7296;609ÿ/1ÿ/>03909ÿ63ÿ17/..0<09ÿ107.6231ÿ2;ÿÿ/39ÿ8ÿG4-4A4_ÿ^03/7.09ÿ/1ÿ
"6@61623ÿAÿ2;ÿ.:0ÿ\>36=?1ÿA2312369/.09ÿ&55<25<6/.6231ÿ&7.ÿ2;ÿ8XX_ÿ̀ÿ&$a !ÿbKSÿ32.0ÿ6ÿ
cÿ]7]4ÿ
ÿ 4ÿJdÿIOIÿ- %a ÿbKSÿ32.0ÿ8 ÿ/.ÿe ÿ̀&$a !ÿbKSÿ32.0ÿ6ÿcÿ]7]ÿ̀&</3/ÿbKSÿ32.0ÿ
84ÿ
ÿ 4ÿ&$a !ÿbKSÿ32.0ÿ6ÿcÿ]7]ÿ̀&</3/ÿbKSÿ32.0ÿ84ÿ
ÿ X4ÿ"6/30ÿG7:6>6C/ÿfQQOÿSbOÿÿgShiÿNOÿPjÿÿgbQÿÿgbSSÿ
HkQbjÿlbSKSbLÿ ÿZ !a % mÿ%&ÿ!&n&ÿ%4o4ÿ89Xÿ8 ÿ^98_4ÿÿ
ÿX94ÿJÿo23/.:/3ÿ'/..1ÿpÿbSLSÿMqSkÿrbSiÿrsÿMQÿJQqLSÿtjÿÿrjLÿ
gKQÿÿÿuSQLÿUG&!"#&$ÿ^&?D4ÿ ÿ 98]_ÿ:..57vv4444.:0D?/<96/3472>v42<39v98]vÿ
/?Dv v03E1/3@/92<E42<391E>21.E:2>6769/3E53/70ÿ^32.63Dÿ.:/.ÿ&?D?1.ÿ98]ÿ1/4ÿ.:0ÿV90/93601.ÿ9/Cÿ2;ÿ
.:0ÿ703.?<CWÿ/1ÿ/ÿ<01?3.ÿ2;ÿ.:0ÿY-E8ÿ/39ÿZ/<<62ÿ8ÿ@6230370_4ÿÿ
ÿX84ÿG4$4ÿ\ww#A ÿ\$ÿ"!GU-ÿxÿA!#Y ÿ^G$\"A_ÿ[!&$-$&[#\$&%ÿ\!U&$#n "ÿA!#Y ÿ#$ÿ
A $[!&%ÿ&Y !#A&ÿ&$"ÿ[y ÿA&!#ZZ &$7ÿ&ÿ[y! &[ÿ&-- --Y $[ÿXÿ^-05.4ÿ98_ÿ^<052<.63Dÿ
999ÿ>0>=0<1ÿ63ÿU?/.0>/3/ÿ8 999ÿ63ÿy239?</1ÿ/39ÿ9999ÿ63ÿ3ÿ-/3@/92<_4ÿÿ
ÿX4ÿ'6336/>ÿ!4ÿZ<243;6039ÿ&1161./3.ÿ-07zCÿZ?<0/?ÿ2;ÿ#3.z3ÿ$/<72.671ÿxÿ%/4ÿ 3;z.ÿ&;;/6<1ÿ
!0>/<F1ÿ/.ÿ.:0ÿ#31.6.?.0ÿ2;ÿ.:0ÿ&>0<67/17ÿU/3D1ÿm2?.:ÿ/39ÿ"<?D1BZ<0/F63Dÿ.:0ÿAC730ÿ2;ÿ
16230370ÿ/39ÿA<6>0ÿ^\7.4ÿ8ÿ98_4ÿ
ÿX4ÿMIOIÿMQÿJQqLSÿPQÿbKÿÿgqQÿuS{MSÿ|qQÿZZAÿ$ '-ÿ^-05.4ÿ ÿ 98]_ÿ
:..57vv4444==7472>v3041v42<39E3/.63E/>0<67/E6869X9ÿ0:0<063/;.0<ÿMQÿJQqLSÿPQÿ̀
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'-.3/ÿ0-/ÿ1234/5ÿ26ÿ7817ÿ3/34/59ÿ2:/580.17ÿ;.0-.1ÿ0-/ÿ$250-/51ÿ
<5.8173/ÿ.9ÿ=/480/=ÿ0-/.5ÿ/66/>0ÿ21ÿ0-/ÿ5/7.21ÿ.9ÿ>3/854?6ÿÿ&ÿ;.=/ÿ@85./0Aÿ26ÿ
>5.3.183ÿ8>0.@.0Aÿ.9ÿ5/723853Aÿ8005.420/=ÿ02ÿ781797ÿB
.=18::.17ÿ-2381ÿ
05866.>B.17ÿ=527ÿ81=ÿ;/8:21ÿ932773.17ÿ81=ÿ/C0250.214?DÿÿE25/2@/5ÿ89ÿ0-/ÿ
=23.1810ÿ78179ÿ/C:81=/=ÿ02ÿ2:/580/ÿ21ÿ8ÿ3857/5ÿ9>83/ÿ0-/AÿF=/@/32:/=ÿ8ÿ
=/75//ÿ26ÿ:23.0.>.G80.21ÿ92:-.90.>80.21ÿ81=ÿ.10/5180.?2L183ÿ5/8>-ÿ02ÿH283.6Aÿ
00-/3ÿ89ÿ0;-80ÿ.9ÿ0/53/=ÿI0-.5=ÿ7/1/580.21ÿ781794JK ÿÿ".90.1>0ÿ6523ÿ6.590M
7/1/580.21ÿ N0256M25./10/=ÿ 905//0ÿ 78179Oÿ 81=ÿ 9/>21=M7/1/580.21ÿ
N/105/:5/1/25.83ÿ=527M05866.>B.17ÿ78179Oÿ0-.5=M7/1/580.21ÿ78179ÿF.1/@.0843Aÿ
4/7.1ÿ02ÿ>210523ÿ2172@/51/=ÿ0/?55.025Aÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿ25ÿ4/7.1ÿ02ÿ8>H2.5/ÿ:23.0.>83ÿ:2;/5ÿ
.1ÿ:2253Aÿ72@/51/=ÿ9:8>/4K ÿÿP/A21=ÿ>233.00.17ÿ:/00Aÿ>5.3/9ÿ81=ÿ
68>.3.080.17ÿ=527ÿ058=/ÿ0-.5=M7/1/580.21ÿ78179ÿ9//Bÿ02ÿ>210523ÿ81=ÿ>-817/ÿ0-/ÿ
92>./0./9ÿ.1ÿ;-.>-ÿ0-/Aÿ2:/580/4?ÿ
#1ÿ381Aÿ5/9:/>09ÿEQM8ÿ81=ÿP855.2ÿ8ÿ85/ÿ5/>271.G/=??ÿ89ÿ0-.5=M
7/1/580.21ÿ78179ÿF:2;/5623ÿ/1227-ÿ02ÿ=/9084.3.G/ÿ>-833/17/ÿ81=ÿ=/9052Aÿ
0857/0/=ÿ92>./0./9ÿ81=ÿ9080/94K899ÿÿ#1ÿ85/89ÿ;-/5/ÿ@.23/1>/ÿ.9ÿ:850.>23853Aÿ
:5/@83/10ÿ81=ÿ0-/ÿ72@/513/10ÿ8:98850.>23853Aÿ;/8BÿF78179ÿ-8@/ÿ4/>23/ÿ0-/ÿ
052/ÿ854.0/59ÿ26ÿ.10/5183ÿ25=/54K ÿÿP20-ÿEQM8ÿ81=ÿP855.2ÿ8ÿ85/ÿB12;1ÿ02ÿ
ÿ
E.>-8/3ÿR8:381ÿSTÿUTVWXÿYXWXÿZÿ[\ÿ]TÿUYX\ÿÿ^VTÿ_XÿSXÿ`VTÿÿ
[VXaÿ]bÿÿUaÿ^Xaÿ#$<J%ÿPcQ4ÿ<#E QÿNQ/:04ÿ ÿ98DOÿ-00:7dd;;;4.40.3/94>23d/3M
983@8=25M325=/5M580/M7817M@.23/1>/M9257/M>.@.3M;85M/58M3/@/39M72@/513/10M@2;9M90/3M9?9?9eÿ
&5818ÿYfXÿ120/ÿ84ÿ
ÿ?64ÿUÿXÿ120/9ÿ??g89ÿ81=ÿ8>>23:81A.17ÿ0/C04ÿÿ
ÿ?D4ÿQ %R ÿYfXÿ120/ÿ8 ÿ80ÿ4ÿ
ÿ?L4ÿ&$R !ÿYfXÿ120/ÿ6DÿhÿD7DÿN>.0.17ÿ%#c< $&$<ÿij%j$ %ÿ%4ÿk!&lÿk&$kQÿ&$"ÿ
<!&$Q$&<#j$&%ÿ i!#E#$&%Qÿ <m! &< $ÿ i $<!&%ÿ &E !#i&$ÿ Q<&P#%#<lÿ ÿ N99?Oÿ
-00:7dd;;;4-9=34257dn@./;o=.=p699D9O4ÿ
ÿ?4ÿk!&lÿYfXÿ120/ÿ?Lÿ80ÿÿNH220.17ÿq2-1ÿ4ÿQ233.@81ÿoÿ!24/50ÿq4ÿP21B/5ÿrXY\ÿ^XTZÿ
UXÿ[\ZÿWÿ_XTXWÿ8ÿQE&%%ÿ'&!Qÿoÿ#$Qc!k $i#Qÿ69ÿ6g6?ÿN99OO4ÿÿ
ÿ?4ÿUÿWsÿ80ÿg4ÿÿ
ÿ??4ÿ&$R !ÿYfXÿ120/ÿ6ÿhÿD7Deÿ%&c!&ÿ "!&t&ÿuvwxyvÿ{|ÿv}4ÿ$jÿ%&i ÿ<jÿm#" 7ÿk&$kÿ
Q<&< ÿ&$"ÿi%&$" Q<#$ ÿ1#j% $i ÿ#$ÿ %ÿQ&%1&"j!ÿL9ÿNm85@85=ÿc1.@4ÿ5/99ÿ 989O4ÿÿ 3ÿ
Q83@8=25J9ÿQ2:5/3/ÿi2250ÿ=/>385/=ÿ0-/ÿ>22105AJ9ÿ78179ÿ02ÿ4/ÿ0/5525.90ÿ7522:9ÿ800/3:0.17ÿ02ÿF899/50ÿ
:2;/59ÿ4/3217.17ÿ02ÿ0-/ÿ9080/4Kÿÿ1.9-8B-8ÿQ218;81/ÿSTÿUTVWXÿrTXÿUXÿ[\ÿÿ
XXXÿ[XYfZÿUYfXaÿ^YXÿYTÿ#$<J%ÿ PcQ4ÿ <#E QÿN&274ÿ Dÿ 98DOÿ-00:7ddÿ
;;;4.40.3/94>23d/3M983@8=25M=/>385/9M905//0M78179M0/5525.90M7522:9M92:5/3/M>2250M523/9M9LLLLD4ÿÿ
#1ÿ98ÿ81=ÿ98 ÿ0-/ÿc4Q4ÿ<5/8925Aÿ=/>385/=ÿEQM8ÿF81=ÿ0-/.5ÿ92::250/59ÿ8ÿI05819180.2183ÿ>5.3.183ÿ
25781.G80.21ÿN<ijOJÿ:2592810ÿC/>20.@/ÿj5=/5ÿ8D84Kÿÿi!#Q<#$&ÿ kc#t&P&%ÿ<ÿ&%4ÿi!#E ÿ&$"ÿ
1#j% $i ÿ#$ÿi $<!&%ÿ&E !#i&JQÿ$j!<m !$ÿ<!#&$k% ÿ?ÿN5.>ÿ%4ÿj3921ÿ/=4ÿ98DO4ÿÿ
ÿ8994ÿE&~ÿk4ÿE&$'&!#$kÿQ<! <ÿk&$kQ7ÿ<m ÿ$ 'ÿc!P&$ÿ#$Qc!k $ilÿ8ÿN99DO4ÿÿ
ÿ8984ÿm&%ÿP!&$"Qÿi!#E ÿ1#j% $i ÿ&$"ÿ<m ÿi!#Q#Qÿ#$ÿkc&< E&%&7ÿ&ÿi&Q ÿQ<c"lÿ#$ÿ<m ÿ
!jQ#j$ÿjuÿ<m ÿQ<&< ÿ80ÿ.ÿLÿN989Oÿ-00:7dd90580/7.>902=./9.190.020/4853A43.3d:=66.3/9dcP?L4:=64ÿÿ
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-./20/ÿ123ÿ4025ÿ465737-88ÿ99:87;-88ÿ2<;-08ÿ6;=ÿ9:8ÿ6;=ÿ/6.7ÿ=07>-08?
/@-70ÿ2<;ÿ4205ÿ24ÿ/6.6/72;4 ÿÿ#;ÿA:6/-5636ÿB60072ÿ8ÿ@68ÿ0-C20/-=3Dÿ
5:0=-0-=ÿ68ÿ56;Dÿ68ÿE99ÿ9:8ÿ=07>-08ÿ7;ÿ6;ÿ-./20/72;ÿ8F@-5-ÿ/@6/ÿ368/-=ÿ
8->-063ÿD-608ÿ/-00207G7;Hÿ/@-ÿF2:;/0DI8ÿ/06;87/ÿ8D8/-5ÿ6;=ÿ56J7;8H9ÿ9:8ÿ
=07>7;Hÿ7;ÿA:6/-5636ÿ2;-ÿ24ÿ/@-ÿ528/ÿ=6;H-02:8ÿK298ÿ7;ÿ/@-ÿ<203=4 ÿÿ#;ÿ
0-8C2;8-ÿ/2ÿ6;/7LH6;Hÿ3-H7836/72;ÿMNL8ÿ6;=ÿB60072ÿ8ÿ5-59-08ÿ7;ÿ 3ÿ
N63>6=20ÿ788:-=ÿ6ÿK27;/ÿ<60;7;Hÿ/2ÿF-68-ÿC:937Fÿ/06;8C208/9ÿ6420ÿ/@0--ÿ=6D8ÿ20ÿ
46F-ÿ10-C0786383?F25C3-/-3Dÿ@63/7;Hÿ/@-ÿF2:;/0DI8ÿ/06;87/4 ÿ
#/ÿ78ÿ/@-ÿ636057;H3Dÿ@7H@ÿ@257F7=-ÿ06/-ÿ/@6/ÿ=07>-8ÿ528/ÿ/2ÿ8--Jÿ864-/Dÿ
69026=489OÿÿP2;=8:90Q68ÿ/@-ÿ<203=I8ÿ5:0=-0ÿF6C7/63ÿ0-C20/-=ÿO4Oÿ5:0=-08ÿC-0ÿ
899999ÿC-2C3-4 ÿÿ!-F-;/ÿ8/6/78/7F8ÿ7;=7F6/-ÿ/@6/ÿ 3ÿN63>6=20ÿ8:0C688-89=ÿ
P2;=:068ÿ7;ÿ98Oÿ0-C20/7;Hÿ6ÿ@257F7=-ÿ06/-ÿ24ÿ896ÿC-2C3-ÿC-0ÿ8999994 ÿÿ
R@-ÿS;78/9-=ÿN/6/-8ÿ9DÿF25C60782;ÿ0-C20/-=ÿ6ÿ@257F7=-ÿ06/-ÿ24ÿ64ÿC-0ÿ
8999994 ÿ
#/ÿ78ÿ=7447F:3/ÿ/2ÿF63F:36/-ÿ@2<ÿ56;Dÿ24ÿ/@-8-ÿ=-6/@8ÿ60-ÿ/@-ÿ0-8:3/ÿ24ÿ
H6;Hÿ>723-;F-ÿ20ÿ/@-ÿ0-8:3/ÿ24ÿ2/@-0ÿ82F7-/63ÿ46F/208ÿ9-F6:898E-ÿF7/7-8ÿ36FJÿ/@-ÿ
/75-ÿ6;=ÿ0-82:0F-8ÿ/2ÿ/@202:H@3Dÿ7;>-8/7H6/-ÿ/@-8-ÿ=-6/@84 ÿÿ#;ÿP2;=:068I8ÿ
F075-L07==-;ÿN6;ÿ-=02ÿN:36ÿ10/-;ÿC-0F-;/ÿ024ÿ@257F7=-8ÿ20ÿ3-88ÿ60-ÿ
ÿ

ÿ894ÿ "!&T&LUVWXYVÿZ[2ÿ;2/-ÿEEÿ6/ÿQ\QE]ÿ&$^ !ÿZ[2ÿ;2/-ÿ6ÿ6/ÿ_ÿO7O]ÿSF@757D6ÿ
Z[2ÿ;2/-ÿEÿ6/ÿ864ÿ
ÿ894ÿN6:3ÿ 39-7;ÿÿÿ`a2Zÿbcÿÿÿd2efÿ$ 'ÿ! SB%#gÿhi:;-ÿ ÿ 98jÿ
@//C87kk;-<0-C:937F4F25k60/7F3-k88 EkE99L9:8L=07>-08L=-6=LH:6/-5636LF7/DL<203=8L528/L=6;H-02ÿ
:8LK294ÿ
ÿ8964ÿN %^ ÿZ[2ÿ;2/-ÿ8 ÿ6/ÿ64ÿÿ
ÿ89O4ÿlma4ÿR:0J-<7/GÿZ[2ÿ;2/-ÿ84ÿ
ÿ89Q4ÿ'6//8ÿZ[2ÿ;2/-ÿE9ÿhC02>7=7;Hÿ8/6/78/7F8ÿ4025ÿ/@-ÿ#H606C-ÿP257F7=-ÿM2;7/20j4ÿÿR@-ÿS4$4ÿ
n447F-ÿ2;ÿ"0:H8ÿ6;=ÿg075-ÿ0-C20/-=ÿ/@-ÿP2;=:068ÿ5:0=-0ÿ06/-ÿ6/ÿE9464ÿÿS4$4ÿnUU#g ÿn$ÿ"!SANÿoÿ
g!#M ÿhS$n"gjÿA%nB&%ÿNRS"pÿn$ÿPnM#g#" ÿ987ÿR! $"Nÿgn$R qRNÿ"&R&ÿ6ÿ47H484OÿhM604ÿ
986jÿ @//C7kk<<<4:;2=F420Hk=2F:5-;/8kH8@kC=48k986rA%nB&%rPnM#g#" rBnn^r<-94C=4ÿ
0@-0-7;64/-0ÿA%nB&%ÿNRS"pÿn$ÿPnM#g#" 4ÿÿ#/ÿ8@2:3=ÿ9-ÿ;2/-=ÿ/@6/ÿ@257F7=-ÿ06/-8ÿ60-ÿ;2/2072:83Dÿ
=7447F:3/ÿ/2ÿF63F:36/-ÿ6FF:06/-3D7ÿ0-C20/7;HÿF2:;/07-8ÿ56DÿF@6;H-ÿ/@-70ÿ5-/@2=232HDÿ6;=ÿ5-/@2=8ÿ
56Dÿ>60Dÿ9-/<--;ÿF2:;/07-84ÿÿAS#T&B&%ÿRÿ&%4ÿZ[2ÿ;2/-ÿEEÿ6/ÿ84ÿ
ÿ894ÿ&36;ÿA25-Gÿleÿsetf2uÿd2efvÿwxÿZ2f2ÿy[eÿSN&ÿRn"&pÿhi6;4ÿ ÿ98Qjÿ
@//C7kk<<<4:86/2=6D4F25k8/20Dk;-<8k<203=k98Qk98k9k-3L863>6=20L@257F7=-L06/-L@2;=:068L
H:6/-5636L733-H63L7557H06/72;L/2L:;7/-=L8/6/-8k O96k]ÿi28@:6ÿ60/32<ÿdzÿleÿsetf2ÿ
{|ÿÿ}|[2vÿZ2f2ÿy[e~ÿ'&NP4ÿnNRÿhi6;4ÿOÿ 98Qjÿ@//C87kk<<<4ÿ
<68@7;H/2;C28/4F25k;-<8k<203=>7-<8k<Ck98Qk98k9Ok<@DL-3L863>6=20L9-F65-L/@-L@-578C@-0-8L
5:0=-0LF6C7/63k4ÿÿP257F7=-8ÿ7;ÿ3ÿN63>6=20ÿ7;F0-68-=ÿ9Dÿ8->-;/DÿC-0F-;/ÿ7;ÿ98Oÿ/@-ÿ@7H@-8/ÿ06/-ÿ
87;F-ÿ/@-ÿ8EEÿF7>73ÿ<604ÿÿfmÿÿÿ
ÿ894ÿ'6//8ÿZ[2ÿ;2/-ÿE94ÿÿÿ
ÿ89E4ÿsÿ AS#T&B&%ÿ Rÿ&%4ÿZ[2ÿ;2/-ÿEEÿ6/ÿ ÿh;2/7;Hÿ/@-ÿC288793-ÿF6:8-8ÿ24ÿ>723-;F-ÿ7;ÿ
g-;/063ÿ&5-07F6ÿ7;F3:=7;Hÿ=0:Hÿ/06447FJ7;HÿH2>-0;5-;/ÿF200:C/72;ÿC2>-0/Dÿ6;=ÿ7;-:637/Dj4ÿ
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,-./01,231/4ÿ3-4ÿ15/ÿ6/01ÿ36/ÿ7801ÿ9262211/-:ÿ;3<,-2ÿ,1ÿ4,99,=831ÿ12ÿ300/00ÿ15/ÿ
23-20>ÿ623/4889ÿÿ?81ÿ15/ÿ3,-8<88ÿ@/1A//-ÿ52;,=,4/ÿ631/0ÿ3-4ÿ23-2ÿ.,23/-=/ÿ,0ÿ
;8=5ÿ;26/ÿ153-ÿ1/-82804 ÿÿ#-ÿ98 ÿ15/ÿ22./6-;/-1ÿ93=,3,131/4ÿ3ÿ168=/ÿ
@/1A//-ÿBCD8ÿ3-4ÿ?366,2ÿ8ÿ,-ÿ3ÿ8C833.3426ÿ12ÿ/-4ÿ15/ÿ<,33,-20ÿA5,=5ÿ3/4ÿ
12ÿ3ÿ9261EÿF/6=/-1ÿ462Fÿ,-ÿ52;,=,4/04 ÿÿ'5/-ÿ15/ÿ168=/ÿ@/23-ÿ12ÿ8-63./3ÿ,-ÿ
986ÿ15/ÿ52;,=,4/ÿ631/ÿ0236/4ÿ/./-18333Eÿ6/3=5,-2ÿ,10ÿ=866/-1ÿ6/=264D
@6/3<,-2ÿ5/,251488ÿÿ'5,3/ÿ15/ÿ/G3=1ÿ0131,01,=33ÿ,;F3=1ÿ6/;3,-0ÿ8-=3/36ÿ23-20ÿ
36/ÿF33E,-2ÿ3-ÿ8-4,0F81/4ÿ623/ÿ,-ÿ15/ÿA,4/0F6/34ÿ;864/6ÿ=83186/ÿ29ÿ15/ÿ
$2615/6-ÿH6,3-23/ÿ3-4ÿ,1ÿ0/6./0ÿ30ÿ3-ÿ,-1/2638836ÿ;/1524ÿ1562825ÿA5,=5ÿ15/Eÿ
1/6626,I/ÿ15/,6ÿ=2;;8-,1,/0ÿ3-4ÿ6/13,-ÿ=2-16234 ÿ
JKÿLMÿNOPÿQÿÿROSÿTPOUÿTÿMOSÿVÿ
%3Aÿ/-926=/;/-1ÿ/992610ÿ12ÿ3@31/ÿ15/ÿ.,23/-=/ÿ53./ÿ@//-ÿ6/331,./3Eÿ
,-/99/=1,./488WÿÿX3605ÿ3-1,D23-2ÿF23,=,/0ÿ,;F3/;/-1/4ÿ,-ÿ6/0F2-0/ÿ<-2A-ÿ30ÿ
YPÿZ[O:ÿ26ÿY5/3.Eÿ53-4:ÿ291/-ÿ,-=384/ÿF63=1,=/0ÿ1531ÿA/6/ÿ831,;31/3Eÿ
928-4ÿ8-=2-01,181,2-337ÿF629,3,-2ÿ3-4ÿ36@,1636Eÿ366/010ÿ@30/4ÿ2-ÿF5E0,=33ÿ
3FF/363-=/ÿ/G163784,=,33ÿ<,33,-20ÿ4/1/-1,2-ÿ3-4ÿ,-58;3-ÿF6,02-ÿ
=2-4,1,2-0488\ÿÿ!315/6ÿ153-ÿ=2-16233,-2ÿ23-2ÿ.,23/-=/ÿ15/0/ÿF23,=,/0ÿ,-ÿ
F63=1,=/ÿ.,2331/ÿ,-4,.,4833ÿ6,2510ÿ3-4ÿ8-,1/ÿ23-2ÿ;/;@/60ÿ323,-01ÿ33Aÿ
/-926=/;/-1488ÿÿ#-ÿ6/0F2-0/ÿ23-20ÿ53./ÿ343F1/47ÿ;/;@/60ÿ@/23-ÿ46/00,-2ÿ
ÿ

ÿ8894ÿ!2@ÿ]6,33Eÿÿ^O_ÿÿ̀PZÿTOÿa[bÿQSKÿÿcdÿVÿVZÿH % e!&Xÿf&824ÿÿ
98Wgÿ511F7hhAAA41/3/263F54=248<h0F2-026/4h3,9/01E3/h52-48630D23-20h8898 6h52-48630D;864/6D
631/451;34ÿ
ÿ8884ÿVÿOÿ-21/0ÿ88i8ÿ3-4ÿ3==2;F3-E,-2ÿ1/G14ÿÿ
ÿ884ÿ!3-433ÿ]4ÿ&6=5,@234ÿjbdÿO[ÿJ[_ÿNSÿVSkZOÿÿ[[ÿÿ$4l4ÿH#B Cÿf&824ÿ
ÿ 98gÿ511F7hhAAA4-E1,;/04=2;h98h9h hA2634h3;/6,=30h,-D/3D033.3426D23-2D168=/D@6,-20D
1/-8280DF/3=/451;3mn6o9pÿeq#r&?&%ÿHÿ&%4ÿ[QOÿ-21/ÿssÿ31ÿ8pÿNSÿVSkZOÿtSÿ[QOÿ-21/ÿ
s4ÿ
ÿ884ÿ eq#r&?&%ÿHÿ&%4ÿ[QOÿ-21/ÿssÿ31ÿ8pÿu20583ÿ36132AÿNSÿVSkZOÿcÿÿÿÿJPÿ
ÿ`PQOdÿÿvZS_ÿwÿ'&CX4ÿ xCHÿ fB3Eÿ8ÿ 98Wgÿ511F07hhAAA4ÿ
A305,-212-F2014=2;hA2634h15/n3;/6,=30h/3D033.3426D,0D2-DF3=/D12D@/=2;/D15/D5/;,0F5/6/0D;201D
4/343ED-31,2-h98Wh9Wh8h9=W/6@\D96@D88/6D36=D/W\964@ 6/4n0126E451;34ÿ
ÿ8864ÿVÿq=5,;,E3ÿ[QOÿ-21/ÿsÿ31ÿ884ÿ
ÿ88W4ÿC %y ÿ[QOÿ-21/ÿ8 ÿ31ÿ64ÿ
ÿ88\4ÿq4$4ÿX,25ÿ]2;;,00,2-/6ÿ926ÿ!/982//0ÿfq$X]!gÿj[Zÿwÿÿ[bÿRSPÿ
SbÿÿtPÿÿzOb{Zÿjbÿ|ÿsÿfB364ÿ989gÿ05/6/,-391/6ÿq$X]!ÿe8,43-=/ÿ$21/pÿ
q=5,;,E3ÿ[QOÿ-21/ÿ sÿ31ÿ8sÿf-21,-2ÿ1531ÿ15/ÿC8F6/;/ÿ]2861ÿ29ÿ 3ÿC33.3426ÿY4//;/4ÿ
8-=2-01,181,2-33ÿ1520/ÿF62.,0,2-0ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿ1531ÿ4,06/2364ÿ15/ÿF6/08;F1,2-ÿ29ÿ,--2=/-=/ÿ@Eÿ381526,I,-2ÿ
F8-,05;/-1ÿ@30/4ÿ2-ÿF5E0,=33ÿ3FF/363-=/ÿF/602-33ÿ=5363=1/6,01,=0ÿ3-4ÿ3,9/01E3/:g4ÿ
ÿ884ÿq$X]!ÿe8,43-=/ÿ$21/ÿ[QOÿ-21/ÿ88\ÿ31ÿ|ÿspÿq=5,;,E3ÿ[QOÿ-21/ÿsÿ31ÿ8s4ÿÿ
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+,--./.0132ÿ3,+,04ÿ2/ÿ/.526,04ÿ1711228ÿ70+ÿ4.0./7332ÿ9209.73,04ÿ6,8,:3.ÿ
4704ÿ7--,3,71,208ÿ12ÿ.67+.ÿ37;ÿ.0-2/9.5.01ÿ+.1.91,20ÿ70+ÿ7//.81488ÿ
6.0ÿ,-ÿ13.,/ÿ5.5:./8ÿ7/.ÿ7//.81.+ÿ47048ÿ9201,0<.ÿ12ÿ2=./71.ÿ70+ÿ.6.0ÿ
81/.0413.0ÿ13.,/ÿ/70>8ÿ;,13,0ÿ=/,820ÿ;7338488?ÿÿ"<.ÿ12ÿ8.6./.ÿ26./9/2;+,0489ÿ
70+ÿ37;ÿ.0-2/9.5.01ÿ92//<=1,280ÿ8,0ÿ13.ÿ=/,8208ÿ4704ÿ791,6,12ÿ970ÿ9201,0<.ÿ
70+ÿ.6.0ÿ-32</,83ÿ<0+.1.91.+4 ÿÿ!713./ÿ1370ÿ+.1.//,04ÿ2/ÿ/.37:,3,171,04ÿ
9/,5,0738ÿ=/,8208ÿ376.ÿ:..0ÿ+.89/,:.+ÿ78ÿ@-,0,83,04ÿ8932238Aÿ;3./.ÿ,0571.8ÿ
.,13./ÿ8
1/.0413.0ÿ13.,/ÿ.B,81,04ÿ4704ÿ7--,3,71,208ÿ2/ÿ7/.ÿ/.9/<,1.+ÿ,012ÿ
8
470484 ÿ
#0ÿ7++,1,20ÿ2032ÿ7:2<1ÿ-,6.ÿ=./9.01ÿ2-ÿ13.8.ÿ7//.818ÿ791<7332ÿ3.7+ÿ12ÿ7ÿ
9206,91,2048 ÿÿC704D/.371.+ÿ325,9,+.8ÿ1.0+ÿ12ÿ376.ÿ32;./ÿ93.7/709.ÿ70+ÿ
9206,91,20ÿ/71.8ÿ1370ÿ213./ÿ12=.8ÿ2-ÿ325,9,+.Eÿ+.8=,1.ÿ13.ÿ,09/.78.ÿ,0ÿ4704ÿ
5.5:./838,=6ÿ70+ÿ5</+./ÿ/71.8ÿ,0ÿF.01/73ÿ&5./,97ÿ9206,91,20ÿ/71.8ÿ376.ÿ021ÿ
>.=1ÿ=79.4 ÿÿG3.ÿ379>ÿ2-ÿ/.82</9.8ÿ=/.6.018ÿ13.ÿ0.9.887/2ÿ,06.81,471,20ÿ70+ÿ
=/28.9<1,20ÿ2-ÿ13.8.ÿ9/,5.8ÿ70+ÿ13.ÿ98</H/.01ÿ/71.ÿ2-ÿ9/,5.ÿ+/7,08ÿ702ÿ.B,81,04ÿ
/.82</9.8ÿ37;ÿ.0-2/9.5.01ÿ572ÿ376.4 ÿ
&ÿ81/<443,04ÿI<81,9.ÿ8281.5ÿ92<=3.+ÿ;,13ÿ426./05.0173ÿ92//<=1,20ÿ
-281./8ÿ32;ÿ9206,91,20ÿ/71.8ÿ=<:3,9ÿ+,81/<81ÿ2-ÿ37;ÿ.0-2/9.5.01ÿ70+ÿ32;ÿ
9/,5.ÿ/.=2/1,0448JÿÿG3/2<43ÿ:/,:./2ÿ70+ÿ,01,5,+71,20ÿ47048ÿ=./5.71.+ÿ13.ÿ
0173ÿ
8281.57ÿ@13.ÿ=23,9.ÿ13.ÿI<+,9,7/2ÿ70+ÿ.01,/.ÿ32973ÿ70+ÿ+.=7/185.

426./05.018ÿ7/.ÿ/,-.ÿ;,13ÿ9/,5,073ÿ92337:2/712/8ÿ70+ÿ,0-,31/712/84A ÿÿ#0ÿ
5702ÿ978.8ÿ426./05.018ÿ7/.ÿ.,13./ÿ-79,3,171,04ÿ4704ÿ6,23.09.ÿ,0ÿ13.,/ÿ
ÿ
ÿ884ÿK %L ÿMNOÿ021.ÿ8 ÿ71ÿJ4ÿÿ
ÿ88?4ÿPQRÿ
ÿ894ÿPQRÿS@#0ÿ3ÿK7367+2/ÿ-2/ÿ.B75=3.ÿ78ÿ2-ÿ".9.5:./ÿ98 ÿ825.ÿ9 ÿ,0571.8ÿ,093<+,04ÿ
89 8ÿ9<//.01ÿ2/ÿ-2/5./ÿ4704ÿ5.5:./8ÿ;./.ÿ:.,04ÿ3.3+ÿ,0ÿ=/,8208ÿ+.8,40.+ÿ12ÿ323+ÿ7ÿ57B,5<5ÿ2-ÿ
ÿ=.2=3.4AT4ÿ
ÿ884ÿPQRÿÿ
ÿ8 4ÿPQRÿ71ÿJUEÿÿVÿW93,5,27ÿMNOÿ021.ÿ?ÿ71ÿ8?ÿS/.=2/1,04ÿ1371ÿ825.ÿ;32ÿ;./.ÿ
;/204-<332ÿ7//.81.+ÿ<0+./ÿXÿQMOÿ=23,9,.8ÿ;./.ÿ8<:8.Y<.0132ÿ/.9/<,1.+ÿ,012ÿ47048ÿ;3,3.ÿ
,097/9./71.+T4ÿ
ÿ8 4ÿ CW#Z&[&%ÿGÿ&%4ÿMNOÿ021.ÿ??ÿ71ÿÿS/.=2/1,04ÿ70ÿ,5=<0,12ÿ/71.ÿ2-ÿ0,0.12D-,6.ÿ=./9.01ÿ2/ÿ
52/.T4ÿÿ
ÿ864ÿC%\[&%ÿKGW"]ÿ\$ÿ^\_#F#" ÿMNOÿ021.ÿ89Jÿ71ÿ84ÿÿG3.ÿ3,43ÿ26./733ÿ325,9,+.ÿ/71.ÿ,0ÿ13.ÿ
F.01/73ÿ&5./,970UF7/,::.70ÿ8<:D/.4,20ÿSJ4Hÿ=./ÿ899999Tÿ,8ÿ37/4.32ÿ711/,:<17:3.ÿ12ÿ13.ÿ$2/13./0ÿ
G/,7043.ÿ70+ÿ̀757,974ÿÿPQRÿ71ÿ 4ÿÿ
ÿ8H4ÿPQRÿ71ÿ84ÿÿ
ÿ8J4ÿ CW#Z&[&%ÿGÿ&%4ÿMNOÿ021.ÿ??ÿ71ÿ4ÿ
ÿ84ÿ[/70+8ÿMNOÿ021.ÿ898ÿ71ÿ4ÿ
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+2,-./012ÿ2/ÿ/1340-ÿ5261/3122ÿ.2ÿ2.25ÿ0.48 ÿ
78ÿ9:;ÿ:<=ÿ:ÿ;ÿÿ>?:?@ÿABÿ7<C<:ÿ
D51/4.0-Eÿ60.Fÿ/134.0G1ÿ035,-0.HÿE4-E2ÿ4/1ÿI/11ÿ.2ÿ251-3Hÿ4-Jÿ2I.1-ÿ
I2/+1I,33Hÿ/1+/,0.ÿ-16ÿ313K1/248Lÿÿ&2ÿE4-Eÿ5/121-+1ÿE/262ÿ32/1ÿ5/1G431-.ÿ
M20-0-Eÿ21132ÿ.2ÿK1ÿ.F1ÿ82-93HÿG04K31ÿ25.02-ÿI2/ÿH2,-Eÿ31-ÿ.2ÿ314Jÿ4-ÿ
N,-J02.,/K1Jÿ-2/343ÿ30I14O ÿÿP20-0-Eÿ.F1ÿ/4-Q2ÿ34HÿE0G1ÿ.F121ÿH2,-Eÿ31-ÿ
.F1ÿ2552/.,-0.Hÿ.2ÿE40-ÿ+/,8+0843ÿ2.4.,2ÿ2/ÿ/122,/+12ÿK,.ÿ.F1ÿ5/0+1ÿ2Iÿ/1I,20-Eÿ
.2ÿM20-ÿ02ÿ1G1-ÿ32/1ÿ+22.3H4 ÿ
'F031ÿH2,-Eÿ31-ÿ2-+1ÿF4Jÿ.F1ÿN3,R,/Hÿ2IÿM20-0-EÿG23,-.4/03HOÿ.2J4Hÿ
34-Hÿ4/1ÿ31I.ÿ60.Fÿ-2ÿ+F20+1488 ÿÿS2/1ÿ4++,/4.13Hÿ.F1Hÿ4/1ÿ2I.1-ÿ31I.ÿ60.Fÿ4ÿ
G1/HÿJ0II0+,3.ÿ2-17ÿM20-ÿ2/ÿJ014 ÿÿT2/31/ÿE4-Eÿ313K1/2ÿ.F13213G12ÿ4..12.ÿ.2ÿ
.F1ÿ31-.430.H7ÿN0.2J4Hÿ0IÿH2,U/1ÿ-2.ÿ54/.ÿ2Iÿ.F1ÿE4-Eÿ.F1HÿQ033ÿH2,VÿM20-0-Eÿ4ÿ
E4-Eÿ02ÿ.F1ÿ2-3Hÿ64Hÿ2Iÿ2,/G0G0-8EÿW0-ÿ.F1ÿ1-G0/2-31-.4O86ÿÿ!1I,243ÿ02ÿ
51/+10G1Jÿ42ÿJ02/1251+.0-Eÿ.F1ÿE4-E4 ÿÿ/121/G0-Eÿ.F1ÿE4-EU2ÿ/15,.4.02-ÿ02ÿ4ÿ
+1-./43ÿ.1-4-.ÿ2I8ÿEX4-Eÿ+,3.,/1ÿ4-JÿJ02/1251+.ÿ./0EE1/2ÿ4ÿ5,-0.0G1ÿ4-Jÿ2I.1-ÿ
K/,.43ÿ/1252-214 ÿÿ&.ÿ.F1ÿ3142.ÿ.4/E1.1JÿH2,.FÿI4+1ÿF4/42231-.ÿ5FH20+43ÿ
4K,21ÿ2/ÿ.F/148.2ÿ.2ÿ.F10/ÿ26-ÿ30G12ÿ2/ÿ.F1ÿ30G12ÿ2IÿI4303Hÿ313K1/2ÿ0Iÿ.F1Hÿ
/1I,21ÿ.2ÿM20-4 ÿÿ&.ÿ62/2.ÿ.F1HÿI4+1ÿ.2/.,/1ÿ4-JÿJ14.F7ÿ0-ÿ2-1ÿJ2+,31-.1Jÿ
+421ÿ6F1-ÿ4ÿ+0G0304-ÿ/1I,21Jÿ.2ÿ+2-.0-,1ÿ+2331+.0-Eÿ:8 ÿI2/ÿ.F1ÿE4-Eÿ
313K1/2ÿ483K
,2F1JÿF03ÿE2,E1Jÿ2,.ÿF02ÿ1H12ÿ+,.ÿ2,.ÿF02ÿ.2-E,1ÿ4-Jÿ.F1-ÿ
L
Q0331JÿF034 ÿ
ÿ

ÿ8 4ÿY;8ÿ
ÿ8L4ÿZÿ:ÿ-2.12ÿ89[68ÿ4-Jÿ4++2354-H0-Eÿ.1R.4ÿÿÿ
ÿ894ÿZÿ&31R4-J/4ÿ\/4H-1/ÿ]^Bÿ9:;ÿABÿ:<=_ÿ]`CBÿ]CB`Caÿ:ÿ
baC<=ÿb:ÿS4..1/ÿ2Iÿcdd\ÿXÿe&cf#$\cÿ%4P4ÿ868ÿ86Wÿg98hÿgi,2.0-Eÿ JE4/E2ÿ&34H4ÿ
j2K4/ÿ3ÿc43G4J2/U2ÿS0-02./Hÿ2IÿP,2.0+1ÿ4-Jÿc1+,/0.Hh4ÿÿ
ÿ884ÿZÿ:ÿ-2.12ÿ89[Xÿ4-Jÿ4++2354-H0-Eÿ.1R.4ÿÿ
ÿ8 4ÿ#$f !$&f#D$&%ÿekS&$ÿ!#\efcÿj%#$#j7ÿekS&$ÿ!#\efcÿ!D\!&Sÿe&!1&!"ÿ%&'ÿ
cjeDD%ÿ$Dÿ%&j ÿfDÿe#" 7ÿ\&$\ÿcf&f ÿ&$"ÿj%&$" cf#$ ÿ1#D% $j ÿ#$ÿ %ÿc&%1&"D!ÿ9ÿ
g99h4ÿ
ÿ8 4ÿY;8ÿ
ÿ864ÿY;8ÿ4.ÿX[ÿgi,2.0-Eÿ4ÿI2/31/ÿE4-Eÿ313K1/ÿ0-ÿc4-ÿc43G4J2/h4ÿÿ
ÿ8W4ÿk$ej!ÿ\,0J4-+1ÿ$2.1ÿ<^:ÿ-2.1ÿ88Xÿ4.ÿlÿX4ÿÿ
ÿ8X4ÿY;8Vÿk+F030H4ÿ<^:ÿ-2.1ÿLÿ4.ÿ8 4ÿÿÿ
ÿ84ÿk+F030H4ÿ<^:ÿ-2.1ÿLÿ4.ÿ8 4ÿÿ
ÿ8 4ÿmnopqrqdstuvwtxÿ<^:ÿ-2.1ÿLLÿ4.ÿG04ÿÿN!1-.4Oÿ/1I1/2ÿ.2ÿ.F1ÿ32-1HÿE4-E2ÿ1R.2/.ÿI/23ÿ32+43ÿ
K,20-12212ÿ5,K30+ÿ./4-252/.4.02-ÿ13532H112ÿI4303012ÿ0-J0G0J,432ÿ1.+4ÿÿY;8ÿ
ÿ8L4ÿk+F030H4ÿ<^:ÿ-2.1ÿLÿ4.ÿ8 4ÿÿ
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,2-./ÿ01.ÿ231ÿ451ÿ0264ÿ7-3.132831ÿ42ÿ4596ÿ:9.;ÿ2<ÿ<23=1;ÿ31=3-9401.4ÿ
2.;ÿ/2./6ÿ231ÿ9.=31269./3>ÿ31=3-949./ÿ>2-./13ÿ01081364869ÿÿ?2./6ÿ-61ÿ8245ÿ
6=52236ÿ2.;ÿ451ÿ6431146ÿ26ÿ31=3-949./ÿ/328-6.8;6ÿ4531241.9./ÿ23ÿ5232669./ÿ
64-;1.46ÿ2.;ÿ1@42349./ÿ02.1>ÿ<320ÿ6=522364 ÿÿ?2./6ÿ9.949233>ÿ611:ÿ>2-./13ÿ
31=3-946ÿ42ÿ3-.ÿ1332.;6ÿ6-=5ÿ26ÿ;964398-49.8/6ÿ=2.43282.;ÿ23ÿ;1397139./ÿ
01662/16ÿ8-4ÿ451ÿA1.234>ÿ<23ÿ31<-69./ÿ31029.64 ÿÿ&;2.29ÿ2.ÿ19/54B>123B23;ÿ
<320ÿC2.ÿC2372;23ÿD94.1661;ÿ/2./ÿ0108136ÿ65224ÿ5968ÿ6<391.;ÿ<23ÿ31<-69./ÿ42ÿ
D23:ÿ<23ÿ4510Eÿ51ÿ.2Dÿ;1397136ÿ451ÿ/2./F6ÿ01662/164866ÿÿ?9336ÿ26ÿ>2-./ÿ26ÿ
.9.1ÿ>1236ÿ23;ÿ231ÿ423/141;ÿ8>ÿ/2./6ÿ<23ÿ61@-23ÿ2662-344 ÿÿG593;31.ÿ;16=3981ÿ
/2./ÿ79231.=1ÿ=2.;9492.6ÿ4524ÿ5271ÿH16=23241;ÿ42ÿ6-=5ÿ2ÿ;18/63J11ÿ4524ÿ451>ÿ
02:1ÿ39<1ÿ7934-233>ÿ-.81232831ÿ<23ÿ=593;31.ÿ9.ÿ45261ÿ=2-.439164I ÿ
&6ÿ/2./6ÿ=2.49.-1ÿ42ÿ2A13241ÿD945ÿ90A-.94>ÿ451ÿ79231.=1ÿ9.ÿ451ÿ
$234513.ÿK392./31ÿ526ÿ;3971.ÿ452-62.;6ÿ42ÿ451ÿL4C4ÿ823;13486Mÿÿ#.ÿ986ÿ
6MMJ8ÿ09/32.46ÿD131ÿ2AA3151.;1;ÿ24ÿ451ÿL4C4ÿ823;13ÿ896.=3-;9./ÿ2713ÿ
M 999ÿ-.2==20A2.91;ÿ09.236ÿ/23.139./ÿ.2492.23ÿ2441.492.4 ÿÿ$1233>ÿ523<ÿ
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.+ÿ,*6+*-32.21ÿ>*-/3+*ÿ2Cÿ/ÿ,23.2.-/3ÿ2,.1.2148ÿ
J.9.3/630ÿ2/6=*2+ÿ2Cÿ6*-63.29*12ÿ-/1ÿ*CC*-2.<*30ÿ-5/33*1=*ÿ25*ÿ=/1=ÿ/+ÿ
C/6ÿ/+ÿ25*ÿ=/1=ÿ.+ÿ-21-*61*8ÿ25623=5ÿ9*6*ÿ6*+.+2/1-*4 ÿÿ!*+.+2/1-*ÿ.+ÿ122ÿ
,*6-*.<*8ÿ/+ÿ/1ÿ.112-323+ÿ,23.2*ÿ8*-3.1*ÿ2Cÿ/1ÿ.1<.2/2.21ÿ>32ÿ/+ÿ8*3.>*6/2*ÿ
2,,2+.2.214 ÿÿ&+ÿ8.+-3++*8ÿ.1ÿ25*ÿ,6*<.23+ÿ+*-2.21ÿ2,,2+.2.21ÿ.+ÿ,31.+5*8ÿ
+*<*6*3046ÿÿJ29*ÿ-2362+ÿ5/<*ÿ8.+9.++*8ÿ=/1=ÿ6*2/3./2.21ÿ22ÿ6*+.+2/1?-*ÿ/+ÿ
922.</2*8ÿ,36*30ÿ>0ÿ25*ÿ=/1=E+ÿ*CC262ÿ22ÿ.1-6*/+*ÿ25*ÿ+.7*ÿ2Cÿ25*ÿ=/1=4 ÿÿL32ÿ
ÿ
ÿ864ÿMNÿ89ÿO484ÿ/2ÿ86 4ÿ
ÿ8?4ÿMÿPQRÿ122*ÿ86ÿ/18ÿ/--29,/10.1=ÿ2*H24ÿ
ÿ8A4ÿMÿSTÿ
ÿ84ÿMÿRÿ122*+ÿ8U ÿ/18ÿ/--29,/10.1=ÿ2*H24ÿÿÿÿ
ÿ84ÿO2=*3>/-5ÿPQRÿ122*ÿ86 ÿ/2ÿ6GÿVK322.1=ÿ25*ÿ".6*-226ÿW*1*6/3ÿ2Cÿ3ÿJ/3</826E+ÿ1/2.21/3ÿ
,23.-*X4ÿ
ÿ8G4ÿY$ZI!ÿW3.8/1-*ÿ$22*ÿPQRÿ122*ÿ88Aÿ[ÿ?8@ÿÿ\ÿPQRÿJ*-2.21ÿ##4L44ÿ
ÿ 94ÿY$ZI!ÿW3.8/1-*ÿ$22*ÿPQRÿ122*ÿ88Aÿ[ÿ?84ÿ
ÿ 84ÿL23/12+;Z*61/18*7ÿ<4ÿ#4$4J4ÿAÿO48ÿ8ÿ8 ÿVG25ÿI.64ÿ8G6X4ÿÿ
ÿ 4ÿ]TNTÿY$ZI!ÿW3.8/1-*ÿ$22*ÿPQRÿ122*ÿ88Aÿ[ÿAÿV122.1=ÿ25/2ÿ6*C3+/3ÿ22ÿ+3--39>ÿ22ÿ
8*9/18+ÿ.+ÿ*K3.</3*12ÿ22ÿ8.+6*+,*-2X@ÿY-5.9.0/ÿPQRÿ122*ÿGÿ/2ÿ8 ÿV6*,262.1=ÿ25/2ÿ9368*6ÿ.+ÿ/ÿ
,2++.>3*ÿ-21+*K3*1-*ÿC26ÿ6*C3+.1=ÿ=/1=ÿ8*9/18+X@ÿW6/01*6ÿPQRÿ122*ÿ89ÿ/2ÿ866ÿV122.1=ÿ25/2ÿ
6*+.+2/1-*ÿ22ÿ6*-63.29*12ÿ.+ÿ,*6-*.<*8ÿ/+ÿ8.+6*+,*-2X4ÿ
ÿ 4ÿMÿPQRÿ122*ÿ 4ÿÿÿÿ
ÿ 64ÿMÿPQRÿJ*-2.21ÿ###4I4ÿ
ÿ ?4ÿ^/22*6ÿ2CÿJ;;Wÿ6ÿ#4ÿ_ÿ$4ÿ"*-4ÿ?Gÿ?GÿVL4#4&4ÿ99XÿVC.18.1=ÿ.1+3CC.-.*12ÿ*<.8*1-*ÿ22ÿ
,62<*ÿ25/2ÿ6*2/3./2.21ÿ>/+*8ÿ21ÿ25*ÿ/,,3.-/12E+ÿ6*C3+/3ÿ22ÿ:2.1ÿ4/+ÿ922.</2*8ÿ>0ÿ/,,3.-/12E+ÿ,23.2.-/3ÿ
2,.1.21ÿ>32ÿ4/+ÿ.1+2*/8ÿ922.</2*8ÿ>0ÿ=/1=ÿ6.</360ÿ/18ÿ/ÿ8*+.6*ÿ22ÿ.1-6*/+*ÿ9*9>*6+5.,X4ÿÿ
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+,-.ÿ/0/31.-.ÿ-2=0234.ÿ+,4ÿ520+46+ÿ-0ÿ7,-5,ÿ+,4ÿ8-234054ÿ25593.ÿ/0:ÿ-+.ÿ
;23-+-5/3ÿ/-<.4 ÿÿ>/02.ÿ,/84ÿ534/+4:ÿ/ÿ;2743ÿ8/599<ÿ-0ÿ+,4ÿ$23+,430ÿ
?3-/0234ÿ+,/+ÿ+,4ÿ.+/+4ÿ-.ÿ4-+,43ÿ90/@34ÿ23ÿ907-33-02ÿ+2ÿ40+43ÿ/0:ÿ8-234054ÿ-.ÿ
+,4ÿ;3-</31ÿ<4+,2:ÿ+,3292,ÿ7,-5,ÿ+,4ÿ2/02.ÿ</-0+/-0ÿ520+3234 ÿÿ>/02ÿ
<4<@43.ÿ/34ÿ02+ÿ<43431ÿ.44A-02ÿ;43.20/3ÿ2/-0ÿ@9+ÿ/3.2ÿ+,4ÿ520.23-:/+-20ÿ2Bÿ
;27434 ÿÿ#0ÿ+,4ÿ./<4ÿ7/1ÿ+,41ÿ:2ÿ02+ÿC9.+ÿ34+/3-/+4ÿ/2/-0.+ÿ34.-.+/054ÿ+2ÿ
-0534/.4ÿ+,4-3ÿ09<@43.Dÿ+,41ÿ;90-.,ÿ+,2.4ÿ7,2ÿ5,/334024ÿ+,4-3ÿ;27434Eÿÿ
',-34ÿ+,4-3ÿ46/5+ÿ;23-+-5/3ÿ22/3.ÿ34</-0ÿ-33F:4B-04:ÿG+,4ÿB9/5+ÿ+,/+ÿ+,41ÿ
46435-.4ÿ;23-+-5/3ÿ;2743ÿ,274843ÿ539:4ÿ5/002+ÿ@4ÿ:40-4:4H ÿÿ&.ÿ/ÿ34.93+ÿ
+,434ÿ34</-0.ÿ/ÿ5,/.<ÿ@4+7440ÿ+,4ÿ/5+9/3ÿ.25-2F;23-+-5/3ÿ520:-+-20.ÿ-0ÿ+,4ÿ
$23+,430ÿ?3-/0234ÿ/0:ÿ+,4ÿ;4354;+-20ÿ2Bÿ+,4.4ÿ520:-+-20.ÿ-0ÿ+,4ÿ<-0:ÿ2Bÿ+,4ÿ
5293+.ÿ34.93+-02ÿ-0ÿ/0ÿ/.139<ÿB3/<4723Aÿ+,/+ÿ-.ÿB/33-02ÿ:/024329.31ÿ.,23+ÿ
/0:ÿ,-2,3-2,+-02ÿ+,4ÿ044:ÿB23ÿ/ÿ047ÿ/;;32/5,ÿ+2ÿB-33ÿ+,4ÿ2/;48ÿ
1#4ÿ&ÿIJ%#K?#Lÿ&%? !$&?#1 7ÿ?I ÿ!J? L?#1 ÿ?I#LÿJMÿ&KN%OPÿ
K2<4ÿO4K4ÿ5293+.ÿ,/84ÿ.,270ÿ7-33-0204..ÿ+2ÿ520.-:43ÿ34.-.+/054ÿ/.139<ÿ
53/-<.ÿ-0ÿ3-2,+ÿ2Bÿ+,4-3ÿ.25-2F;23-+-5/3ÿ520+46+ÿ@9+ÿ+,4ÿ593340+ÿ/.139<ÿ
C93-.;39:4054ÿ-.ÿ02+ÿA44;-02ÿ;/54ÿ7-+,ÿ+,4ÿ34/3-+-4.ÿ2Bÿ2/02ÿ593+9344 ÿÿ840ÿ
723.4ÿ+,4.4ÿ34.+3-5+-84ÿ-0+43;34+/+-20.ÿ/34ÿ:4;23+-02ÿ/.139<F.44A43.ÿ@/5Aÿ
-0+2ÿ+,/+ÿ34/3-+14 ÿÿR1ÿ293ÿ5293+.Sÿ270ÿ/:<-..-20.ÿ:4;23+/+-20ÿ-.ÿ/ÿ,/3.,ÿ
<4/.934ÿ7-+,ÿ;2+40+-/331ÿ:/024329.ÿ520.4T94054.ÿB23ÿ+,2.4ÿB344-02ÿ
ÿ

ÿ =4ÿ>20U/384.F4V/ÿWXYÿ02+4ÿ8E ÿ/+ÿ6=ÿZT92+-02ÿJ.23-2ÿ84ÿ#4$4K4ÿ8ÿM4:ÿ898 ÿ89EÿZ:ÿ
L-34ÿ8EE6[ÿ-0ÿ53-+-5-\-02ÿ+,4ÿB/-3934ÿ+2ÿ520.-:43ÿ;23-+-5/3ÿ520+46+[4ÿÿ
ÿ 4ÿ]^4ÿ
ÿ 4ÿ]^4ÿ/+ÿ6=_64ÿÿ
ÿ E4ÿ`ÿa/@3ÿ84ÿI23:43ÿ88ÿM4:ÿ bÿ E_69ÿZ+,ÿL-34ÿ98[ÿZB-0:-02ÿ+,/+ÿa-,/:-ÿ2329;S.ÿ<2+-84.ÿ
740+ÿ@4120:ÿ-0534/.-02ÿ+,4-3ÿ09<@43.[4ÿÿ',-34ÿcÿ;43.459+-20ÿ</1ÿ@4ÿ+2ÿ-0534/.4ÿ09<@43.ÿ
.9@.4T940+ÿ;43.459+-20ÿ5/0ÿ@4ÿ<2+-8/+4:ÿ@1ÿ+,4ÿ:4.-34ÿ+2ÿ;90-.,ÿ34.-.+/0544ÿÿ]^dDÿÿcÿP/3+-04\F
R940:-/ÿ84ÿI23:43ÿ=8=ÿM4:ÿ88ÿ8ÿZ+,ÿL-34ÿ989[ÿZ02+-02ÿ+,/+ÿ7,-34ÿ-+ÿ</1ÿ@4ÿ90534/3ÿ7,1ÿ+,4ÿ
M&!Lÿ+/324+4:ÿ+,4ÿ/;;3-5/0+ÿ-0-+-/331ÿ-+ÿ7/.ÿ534/3ÿ+,/+ÿ+,4ÿ3/+43ÿ;43.459+-20ÿ7/.ÿG/ÿ34.93+ÿ2Bÿ,43ÿ
34B9./3ÿ+2ÿ522;43/+4H[Dÿ"432/:2ÿ84ÿP9A/.41ÿb9ÿM4:ÿ9 ÿ9=_9ÿZ:ÿL-34ÿ99[ÿZ02+-02ÿ+,4ÿB/5+ÿ
+,/+ÿ+,4ÿ/;;3-5/0+S.ÿ-0-+-/3ÿA-:0/;;-02ÿ7/.ÿ02+ÿ;23-+-5/331ÿ<2+-8/+4:ÿ:24.ÿ<4/0ÿ+,/+ÿ,43ÿ.9@.4T940+ÿ
34B9./3ÿ+2ÿ,43;ÿ+,4ÿ2329;ÿ7/.ÿ02+ÿ/0ÿ-<;9+4:ÿ;23-+-5/3ÿ2;-0-20[4ÿ
ÿ 94ÿ>20U/384.F4V/ÿWXYÿ02+4ÿ8E ÿ/+ÿ64ÿÿ
ÿ 84ÿ`ÿYÿ/3+ÿ1#4ÿÿ
ÿ 4ÿ`ÿWXYÿK45+-20ÿ#14&ÿZ:-.59..-02ÿ+,4ÿecfgYÿ;3454:40+ÿB233274:ÿ@1ÿ</01ÿ5293+.ÿ+2ÿ
:401ÿ2/02F@/.4:ÿ/.139<ÿ53/-<.[DÿhÿdidÿWXYÿ02+4ÿ8b4ÿÿ
ÿ 4ÿR32:\-0.A1ÿjÿ-3A-02+20ÿWXYÿ02+4ÿ894ÿ
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+,-.,/0122346ÿÿ&1ÿ21.ÿ23/,+1223ÿ14,ÿ/,31-53ÿ+0-+2.,ÿ26ÿ748?4ÿ5.930:ÿ35;ÿ;5.ÿ
12ÿ-,.+23<ÿ12ÿ14,2-ÿ3,,<.ÿ5.ÿ14,9ÿ5-2.,ÿ5/-2..ÿ14,ÿ=32>,4 ÿÿ'423,ÿ14,ÿ7484ÿ
45.ÿ.23/,ÿ.1-59,<ÿ6-2:ÿ21.ÿ-221.ÿ142.ÿ+-21,/12@,ÿ,142/ÿ.1233ÿ45.ÿ5ÿ+35/,ÿ23ÿ14,ÿ
231,-35122353ÿ.15=,4ÿ
ABÿAÿCDEFÿAGGHÿ
I4,ÿ/23/,+1ÿ26ÿ5.930:ÿ62-.1ÿ,J+-,..,<ÿ23ÿ14,ÿ7$K.ÿL23@,31223ÿ2.ÿ
234,-,3139ÿ40:53215-2534Mÿÿ&.ÿ40:53215-253ÿ/23<21223.ÿ5-,ÿ23ÿ/23.1531ÿ630Jÿ
5-203<ÿ14,ÿ;2-3<ÿ5.930:ÿ;5.ÿ231,3<,<ÿ12ÿ5<5+1ÿ5323=ÿ;214ÿ14,:4 ÿÿI2ÿ
5<,N051,39ÿ+-21,/1ÿ5.930:ÿ35;.ÿ:0.1ÿ>,ÿ5>3,ÿ12ÿ-,.+23<ÿ12ÿ3,;ÿ-2.O.ÿ26ÿ
+23212/53ÿ+,-.,/012234 ÿÿ&//2-<23=39ÿ14,ÿ7$PL!ÿ5<@2/51,.ÿ62-ÿ5ÿ4232.12/ÿ
>-25<ÿ03<,-.153<23=ÿ26ÿ+23212/53ÿ2+23223ÿ5.ÿQ539ÿ2+23223ÿ23ÿ539ÿ:511,-ÿ23ÿ
;42/4ÿ14,ÿ:5/423,-9ÿ26ÿ8151,ÿ=2@,-3:,31ÿ.2/2,19ÿ2-ÿ+232/9ÿ:59ÿ>,ÿ
,3=5=,<ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿ-,63,/1023=ÿ14,ÿ-,53219ÿ26ÿ14,ÿ.+,/262/ÿ=,2=-5+42/53ÿ42.12-2/53ÿ
+23212/53ÿ3
,=53ÿR0<2/253ÿ53<ÿ.2/22S/0310-53ÿ/231,J1ÿ26ÿ14,ÿ/2031-9ÿ26ÿ
U
2-2=234T ÿÿI42.ÿ4232.12/ÿ/231,J1S.+,/262/ÿ53539.2.ÿ3,5@,.ÿ-22:ÿ62-ÿ/20-1.ÿ12ÿ
/23.2<,-ÿ14,ÿ+23212/53ÿ/23<21223.ÿ23ÿ;42/4ÿ14,ÿ-,.2.153/,ÿ2//0--,<ÿ53<ÿ14,ÿ
<53=,-2690.ÿ,3@2-23:,31ÿ5ÿ<,+2-1,<ÿ5.930:S.,,O,-ÿ:59ÿ65/,ÿ561,-ÿ-,10-323=ÿ
42:,4 ÿ
#31,-35122353ÿ.153<5-<.ÿ:2--2-ÿ14,ÿ<,/2.223ÿ26ÿ.2:,ÿ7484ÿ/20-1.ÿ
-,=5-<23=ÿ3,01-53219ÿ53<ÿ2:+01,<ÿ2+23223468ÿÿI4,9ÿ-,/2=32V,ÿ1451ÿ<,/32323=ÿ
=53=ÿ-,/-021:,31ÿ/53ÿ>,ÿ/23.2<,-,<ÿ5ÿ<,32>,-51,ÿ/422/,ÿ321ÿ5ÿ35/Oÿ26ÿ
2+23223ÿ,.+6,/25339ÿ26ÿ21ÿ15O,.ÿ+35/,ÿ23ÿ53ÿ,3@2-23:,31ÿ;4,-,ÿ3,01-53219ÿ2.ÿ
<53=,-20.4 ÿÿ!,.2.123=ÿ-,/-021:,31ÿ5//2-<23=ÿ12ÿ14,ÿ7$PL!ÿ/53ÿ,J+-,..ÿ
ÿ
ÿ 64ÿ#4$484ÿ@4ÿ325.SW5/5-25.ÿ?9ÿ7484ÿ6 ÿ6 ÿX8UUYÿX81,@,3.ÿZ4ÿ<2..,3123=YÿXN02123=ÿ#4$484ÿ@4ÿ
L5-<2V5S[23.,/5ÿ69ÿ7484ÿ68ÿ66UÿX8UYY4ÿ
ÿ ?4ÿ!,60=,,ÿ&/1ÿ26ÿ8U9ÿ0>4ÿ%4ÿ$24ÿUMS8 ÿ\ÿ9ÿU6ÿ81514ÿ89ÿX/2<262,<ÿ5.ÿ5:,3<,<ÿ23ÿ
./511,-,<ÿ.,/1223.ÿ26ÿÿ7484L4Y4ÿ
ÿ M4ÿ]ÿL23@,31223ÿ!,35123=ÿ12ÿ14,ÿ81510.ÿ26ÿ!,60=,,.ÿEGHÿ321,ÿU^ÿ-212/23ÿ!,35123=ÿ12ÿ14,ÿ
81510.ÿ26ÿ!,60=,,.ÿEGHÿ321,ÿU^ÿÿFÿEGHÿ8,/1223ÿ##4&4ÿ
ÿ 4ÿ_23`53@,.S,a5ÿEGHÿ321,ÿ8U ÿ51ÿ64ÿ
ÿ 4ÿ_bb"'#$S_#%%ÿcÿdL&"&d ÿEGHÿ321,ÿMMÿ51ÿUeU6ÿXQ,-.,/01223ÿ2.ÿ5ÿ/23/,+1ÿ2339ÿ122ÿ
-,5<239ÿ6233,<ÿ>9ÿ14,ÿ351,.1ÿ,J5:+3,.ÿ26ÿ23,ÿ+,-.23K.ÿ2340:53219ÿ12ÿ53214,-ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4TY^ÿÿFÿEGHÿ
8,/1223ÿ##4f44ÿ
ÿ U4ÿ7$PL!ÿ_02<53/,ÿ$21,ÿEGHÿ321,ÿ88Mÿgÿ6?e6M4ÿÿ
ÿ694ÿ]ÿhBÿ
ÿ684ÿ]ÿhBÿgÿ6?e?84ÿÿ
ÿ64ÿihBÿgÿ?9ÿX/2123=ÿd511,-ÿ26ÿL53<,-23Sd,<235ÿ$24ÿ&ÿS?8S8U8ÿX7484ÿ J,/4ÿb662/,ÿ62-ÿ
#::2=-51223ÿ!,@2,;ÿ 99Yÿ411+7jj;;;4-,6;2-3<42-=j<2/2<j6>M>6> 441:3Y4ÿÿ23212/53ÿ5.930:ÿ
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+,-./0+,0ÿ12,-.32,-ÿ451-ÿ+1ÿ1-62,037ÿ+1ÿ86.-.8.9.,0ÿ0+,01ÿ.,ÿ+ÿ:5;3.8ÿ<2653ÿ
=253>46ÿ
#,ÿ+>>.-.2,ÿ.,-26,+-.2,+3ÿ1-+,>+6>1ÿ+>>6211ÿ+,2-?26ÿ.3:26-+,-ÿ.1152ÿ2<-2,ÿ
2@26322A2>ÿ.,ÿB4C4ÿ8256-ÿ2:.,.626,17ÿ-?2ÿ623+-.@2ÿ+;.3.-7ÿ2<ÿ0+,0ÿ621.1-261ÿ-2ÿ
<322ÿ=.-?.,ÿ-?2.6ÿ2=,ÿ825,-674 ÿÿB,>26ÿB4C4ÿ3+=ÿ-?262ÿ.1ÿ,2ÿ=233/<25,>2>ÿ
<2+6ÿ2<ÿ:261285-.2,ÿ.<ÿ-?2ÿ+::3.8+,-6ÿD8253>ÿ62328+-2ÿ-2ÿ+,2-?26ÿ:+6-ÿ2<ÿ?.1ÿ26ÿ?26ÿ
825,-67ÿ-2ÿ+@2.>ÿ-?2ÿ:261285-.2,4 ÿÿE2,26+337ÿB4C4ÿ8256-1ÿ<.,>ÿ-?+-ÿ621.1-.,0ÿ
0+,0ÿ62865.-32,-ÿ>221ÿ,2-ÿ82,1-.-5-2ÿ+ÿ:23.-.8+3ÿ2:.,.2,ÿ=.-?25-ÿ+>>6211.,60Fÿ
=?2-?26ÿ-?2ÿ+17353/122A26ÿ8253>ÿ@.+;37ÿ<.,>ÿ1+<2-7ÿ=.-?.,ÿ-?2.6ÿ825,-674 ÿÿ
G?2ÿ@.+;.3.-7ÿ2<ÿ+,ÿH.,-26,+3ÿ<3.0?-ÿ+3-26,+-.@2Iÿ<26ÿ+ÿ@.8-.3ÿ-2ÿ2@+>2ÿ
:261285-.2,ÿ+,>ÿ623+.,ÿ.,/825,-67ÿ1?253>ÿ;2ÿ+,ÿ.3:26-+,-ÿ<+8-26ÿ.,ÿ+17353ÿ
>28.1.2,1ÿ;5-ÿ=?2-?26ÿ-?.1ÿ+3-26,+-.@2ÿ.1ÿ+ÿ62+12,+;32ÿ2,2ÿ?.,021ÿ2,ÿ-?2ÿ
+;.3.-7ÿ2<ÿ-?2ÿ:261285-26ÿ-2ÿ:56152ÿ-?2.6ÿ@.8-.31ÿ.,ÿ2-?26ÿ825,-67ÿ328+-.2,146ÿÿ
JC/8ÿ+,>ÿK+66.2ÿ8ÿ?+@2ÿ-6+,1,+-.2,+3ÿ62+8?21ÿ-?+-ÿ2L-2,>ÿ,2-ÿ2,37ÿ+86211ÿ
-?2ÿ$26-?26,ÿG6.6+,032ÿ;5-ÿ+86211ÿM2,-6+3ÿ&326.8+ÿ+,>ÿ2@2,ÿ.,-2ÿ3+426ÿ
&326.8+,ÿ8.-.214 ÿÿE.@2,ÿ-?2ÿ:26@+1.@2,211ÿ2<ÿ-?2.6ÿ,2-=26Aÿ.-ÿ.1ÿ,2-ÿ2,37ÿ
<2+1.;32ÿ;5-ÿ+312ÿ?.0?37ÿ3.A237ÿ-?+-ÿ0+,0ÿ323;261ÿ=253>6ÿN;2ÿ+;32ÿ-2ÿ:56152ÿ+,ÿ
.,>.@.>5+3ÿ=.-?.,ÿ+ÿ825,-67ÿ+1ÿ13+33ÿ+1ÿ3ÿC+3@+>264 ÿÿ&>>.-.2,+337ÿ,2-ÿ
ÿ

83+.31ÿ3+7ÿ+312ÿ+6.12ÿ<623ÿ2::21.,0ÿ-?2ÿ02@26,32,-O1ÿ?+,>3.,0ÿ2<ÿ0+,0/623+-2>ÿ86.32ÿ:+6-.853+637ÿ
.,ÿ8+121ÿ2<ÿ02@26,32,-ÿ82665:-.2,ÿ=?262ÿ0+,0ÿ+8-.@.-7ÿ+,>ÿ-?2ÿC-+-2ÿ+62ÿH8321237ÿ.,-26-=.,2>4IÿÿPQRÿ
Sÿ6N4ÿÿ
ÿ64ÿPQRÿSÿD94ÿÿ
ÿ664ÿPQRÿSÿDTD64ÿÿ
ÿ6D4ÿ ÿM4U4!4ÿVÿ948W;XWXW..XÿW98X4ÿ
ÿ6F4ÿYÿZ[\ÿC28-.2,ÿ#14K4ÿÿ
ÿ64ÿB$]M!ÿE5.>+,82ÿ$2-2ÿZ[\ÿ,2-2ÿ88FÿSÿDTD64ÿÿ
ÿ64ÿU62>>7ÿU5,21ÿ^_ÿ̀ÿa\ÿ̀b^\ÿcdÿ^e\fÿghÿP^^d\ÿihÿjÿ̀ÿ
`ÿc`eÿ̀`kÿFÿB4ÿJ#&J#ÿ%4ÿ! 14ÿ98ÿ96T9FÿW99X4ÿ#,ÿ+>>.-.2,ÿ-2ÿ-?2.6ÿ2L-2,1.@2ÿ62+8?ÿ
.,ÿM2,-6+3ÿ&326.8+ÿJC/8ÿ2:26+-.2,1ÿ?+@2ÿ1:62+>ÿ<623ÿ%21ÿ&,02321ÿ-2ÿ2-?26ÿ8.-.21ÿ158?ÿ+1ÿ
'+1?.,0-2,ÿ"4M4ÿ+,>ÿC2+--324ÿÿPQRÿ+-ÿ9F4ÿÿ
ÿ6N4ÿYÿ'l%&ÿM $G!&%ÿ&J !#M&$ÿE&$E/! %&G "ÿ&Cm%BJ7ÿ&ÿ! ClB!M ÿEB#" ÿTÿWJ+7ÿ
99Xÿ?--:17nn===4=23+4260n+,+371.1n82,-6+3/+326.8+,/0+,0/623+-2>/+17353/05.>2nÿW,2-.,0ÿ-?+-ÿ
62328+-.2,ÿ>221ÿ,2-ÿ:62@.>2ÿ1+<2-7ÿ>52ÿ-2ÿ2<ÿ0+,0ÿ:26@+1.@2,211ÿ13+33ÿ02206+:?.8ÿ+62+1ÿ+,>ÿ3+8Aÿ2<ÿ
282,23.8ÿ12856.-7X4ÿÿ3ÿC+3@+>26ÿ.1ÿ+::62L.3+-237ÿ999ÿ1o5+62ÿ3.321ÿ3+A.,0ÿ.-ÿ13.0?-37ÿ13+3326ÿ-?+,ÿ
J+11+8?512--14ÿÿpÿ̀Y`_Q\ÿ$&G#l$Cÿ $MmM%l "#&ÿ?--:7nn===4,+-.2,12,87832:2>.+4823nÿ
282,23.21n&326.8+1n3/C+3@+>264?-33ÿW3+1-ÿ@.1.-2>ÿ&:64ÿ8 ÿ 98X4ÿÿl,2ÿ+>232182,-ÿ<623ÿ 3ÿ
C+3@+>26ÿ62:26-2>ÿ32@.,0ÿ-?622ÿ-.321ÿ-2ÿ218+:2ÿ0+,01qÿ2+8?ÿ-.32ÿ-?2ÿ1+32ÿ0+,0ÿ<25,>ÿ?.34ÿÿ
3.9+;2-?ÿr2,,2>7ÿsÿaQ̀Qÿg\fÿtkÿa\ÿ̀b^\ÿaQ̀\ÿb\ÿj`dÿ\ÿg^ÿ
&J4ÿ#JJ#E!4ÿMlB$M#%ÿ8ÿ6ÿW986Xÿ?--:17nn===4+326.8+,.33.06+-.2,825,8.34260n1.-21n>2<+53-nÿ
<.321n6212+68?n,2u8?.3>?22>u?262u=?7u82,-6+3u+326.8+,u8?.3>62,u+62u<322.,0u-?2.6u?23214:><4ÿÿ
&,2-?26ÿ3.@2>ÿ.,ÿ1.Lÿ>.<<262,-ÿ,2.0?;26?22>1ÿ.,ÿ3ÿC+3@+>26ÿ+,>ÿ2@2,ÿ<32>ÿ-2ÿE5+-23+3+ÿ;5-ÿ-?2ÿ
1+32ÿ0+,0ÿ-6+8A2>ÿ?.3ÿ>2=,ÿ2+8?ÿ-.324ÿÿPQRÿÿ
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2+3,ÿ-.ÿ/01-2ÿ21340ÿ15/1+6-+7ÿ81,2+6ÿ822612.ÿ89/ÿ33.2ÿ81,?29+6ÿ33:ÿ
1+;2241<1+/ÿ=22/14/-2+ÿ-+ÿ<3+,ÿ2;ÿ/01.1ÿ33/12+3/->1ÿ3243/-2+.4 ÿÿ@2<1ÿ
21.13240ÿ03.ÿ72+1ÿ.2ÿ;32ÿ3.ÿ/2ÿ21=22/ÿ/03/ÿA0-+/12+33ÿ213243?/8-2+ÿ/2ÿ3>2-6ÿ73+7.ÿ
-.ÿ+2/ÿ=2..-831ÿ-+ÿ3ÿ@33>3622ÿB2+6923.ÿ22ÿC93/1<3334D ÿ ?
@4221.ÿ2;ÿ,29+7ÿ=12=31ÿ321ÿ-+ÿ3ÿ>12,ÿ2133ÿ.1+.1ÿ/23==164 ÿÿE01,ÿ
3-/12333,ÿ43++2/ÿ29+ÿ3:3,ÿ;22<ÿ73+7ÿ>-231+41ÿ3+6ÿ;22416ÿ21429-/<1+/ÿ:-/0-+ÿ
/01-2ÿ2:+ÿ429+/2-1.4?ÿÿF22ÿ<3+,ÿ/01?-62ÿ;-+33ÿ2=/-2+ÿ-.ÿ/2ÿ9+612/3G1ÿ/01ÿ
63+71229.ÿH292+1,ÿ/2ÿ/01ÿI+-/16ÿ@/3/1.4 ÿ
'01+ÿ:32ÿ3+6ÿ71+24-61ÿ31;/ÿ2/012ÿ42<<9+-/-1.ÿ-+ÿ/01ÿ.3<1ÿ=2.-/-2+ÿ/01ÿ
-+/12+3/-2+33ÿ42<<9+-/,ÿ21.=2+616ÿ:-/0ÿ3.,39<4??ÿÿ#/ÿ:3.ÿ/01ÿ013>,ÿ
42+.1J91+41.ÿ2;ÿ&<12-43K.ÿ;3-3921ÿ/2ÿ=22/14/ÿL1:-.0ÿ21;9711.?ÿM/03/ÿ<2>16ÿ
33:<3G12.ÿ/2ÿ.0-;/ÿ/01ÿ429+/2,K.ÿ=2.-/-2+ÿ/2:326ÿ<-723/-2+4 ÿÿ$2:ÿ/01ÿ
H95/3=2.-/-2+ÿ81/:11+ÿ/01ÿ=22/14/->1ÿ1/0-4ÿ2;ÿ3.,39<ÿ3+?6ÿI4@4ÿ33:K.ÿ+3222:ÿ
;237<1+/16ÿ-+/12=21/3/-2+ÿ-.ÿ./32Gÿ3+6ÿ-/ÿ-.ÿ/22983-+74 ÿÿE01ÿI+-/16ÿ@/3/1.Kÿ
=2.-/-2+ÿ/2:326ÿN1+/233ÿ&<12-43+ÿ21;9711.ÿ03.ÿ332136,ÿ,-13616ÿ;3/33ÿ
42+.1J91+41.ÿ;22ÿ61=22/11.7ÿO1+-/2ÿP336->32K.ÿ./22,?ÿ-.ÿ6-.3==2-+/-+73,ÿ
42<<2+ÿ3+6ÿ<3+,ÿ<221ÿ3-G1ÿ0-<ÿ:-33ÿ.9;;12ÿ/01ÿ.3<1ÿ;3/1ÿ-;ÿ/01ÿ
72>12+?<1
+/ÿ;3-3.ÿ/2ÿ362=/ÿ3ÿ<221ÿ344923/1ÿ3+6ÿ023-./-4ÿ3==22340ÿ/2ÿ/01-2ÿ
43.1.4QÿÿI+3-G1ÿ-+ÿ8QMQ9ÿ3.,39<ÿ33:ÿ./3+6.ÿ2136,ÿ/2ÿ=22/14/ÿ/01<ÿ2+3,ÿ-;ÿ
292ÿ4292/.ÿ:-33ÿ3332:ÿ-/4 ÿ
RSÿTUUVWÿÿXYZZWVÿ[\UW]ÿ
1203=.ÿ/01ÿ7213/1./ÿ42-/-4-.<ÿ2;ÿ34/9333,ÿ3332:-+7ÿ/0-.ÿ21;22<ÿ-.ÿ/01ÿ
=2/1+/-33ÿ;22ÿA2=1+-+7ÿ/01ÿ;322673/1.Dÿ2;ÿ-<<-723/-2+4M8ÿÿE01ÿ;132ÿ/03/ÿ
ÿ

ÿ?94ÿI$BN!ÿÿC9-63+41ÿ$2/1ÿ^_Vÿ+2/1ÿ88Mÿ̀ÿ?a?64ÿÿ
ÿ?84ÿ'b%&ÿ^_Vÿ+2/1ÿ6Qÿ3/ÿ4ÿ
ÿ?4ÿcÿ^_Vÿ+2/1.ÿ6a?8ÿ3+6ÿ3442<=3+,-+7ÿ/15/Sÿÿ
ÿ?4ÿÿ'b%&ÿ^_Vÿ+2/1ÿ6Qÿ3/ÿa4ÿ
ÿ?64ÿÿd1++16,ÿ^_Vÿ+2/1ÿ6Qÿ3/ÿ64ÿÿ
ÿ??4ÿcÿ^_Vÿ@14/-2+ÿ##4&4ÿ
ÿ?M4ÿcÿ%-+6ÿ^_Vÿ+2/1ÿ84ÿÿ
ÿ?4ÿcÿ^_Vÿ@14/-2+ÿ#14&4ÿÿ
ÿ?4ÿcÿ^_Vÿ32/ÿ#4ÿ
ÿ?Q4ÿcÿO226e-+.G,ÿfÿ-3G-+7/2+ÿ^_Vÿ+2/1ÿ894ÿ
ÿM94ÿcÿ^_Vÿ32/ÿ#14ÿ
ÿM84ÿcgÿSWSÿF23+4-.ÿ!2831.ÿfÿh-40313ÿ"4ÿ@0132ÿiScSÿjUVWÿ^Wÿc^ÿVÿ
kU^Vÿ$4l4ÿE#h @ÿmL93,ÿ 6ÿ 986nÿ0//=7oo:::4+,/-<1.442<o986o9o?o:2236o3<12-43.oÿ
36<-+-./23/-2+p:1-70.p=33+p/2p<2>1p=2241..-+7p2;p,29/0.p.11G-+7p1+/2,p/2p02+6923.p40/<3qr2s9ÿ
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+,-./01/2ÿ.34356ÿ7+31+8ÿ9133ÿ:.53+ÿ.ÿ/+9ÿ1/835,ÿ28ÿ166127./;3ÿ;2ÿ3++<ÿ
.34356ÿ13ÿ./ÿ5/0+7341/2ÿ7.;12/.@3+ÿ=+>1/0ÿ:71;1:136ÿ28ÿ7+8276ÿ./0ÿ?501:1.3ÿ
7+313;./:+ÿ;2ÿ27./;1/2ÿ.343564 ÿÿA29+B+7ÿ+B+/ÿ18ÿ:257;3ÿ.02-;ÿ.ÿ627+ÿ
>2313;1:ÿ.--72.:>ÿ;2ÿ2./2C=.3+0ÿ.34356ÿ:3.163ÿ;>+ÿ343;+6ÿ92530ÿ/2;ÿ
/+:+3@3.7134ÿ627->ÿ1/;2ÿ;>+ÿ<1/0ÿ28ÿ1/013:7161/.;+ÿ2-+/ÿ2.;+ÿ;>.;ÿ:71;1:3ÿ
8+.74 ÿ
D>+ÿ7+852++ÿ./0ÿ.34356ÿ-72:+33ÿ1;3+38ÿ13ÿ8.7ÿ8726ÿ./ÿ2-+/ÿ2.;+ÿ827ÿ
166127.;12/4ÿÿD>23+ÿ9>2ÿ3++<ÿ;2ÿ=+ÿ.061;;+0ÿ;2ÿ;>+ÿE/1;+0ÿF;.;+3ÿ.3ÿ
7+852++3ÿ3@6;133ÿ653;ÿ357625/;ÿ35=3;./;1.3ÿ>5703+3ÿ=+827+ÿ.:;5.334ÿ=+1/2ÿ
.061;;+04 ÿÿ!+852++ÿ.0613312/ÿ7+G517+3ÿ+,;+/31B+ÿ3:7++/1/2ÿ28ÿ;>+ÿ
.--31:./;ÿ./0ÿ:./ÿ;.<+ÿ4+.73ÿ;2ÿ:26-3+;+4@HÿÿI+827+ÿ7+.:>1/2ÿ;>+ÿB+;;1/2ÿ
-72:+33ÿ./ÿ.--31:./;ÿ653;ÿ8173;ÿ8538133ÿ;>+ÿ+3121=131;4ÿ7+G517+6+/;3ÿ3+;ÿ25;ÿ=4ÿ
;>+ÿE$AJ!4@@ÿÿK/34ÿ3;72/2ÿ:./010.;+3ÿ.7+ÿ3+3+:;+07ÿ3+33ÿ;>./ÿ2/+ÿ-+7:+/;ÿ2@8ÿ
;>+ÿ232=.3ÿ7+852++ÿ-2-53.;12/ÿ62B+3ÿ8279.70ÿ1/ÿ;>+ÿ7+3+;;3+6+/;ÿ-72:+334 ÿÿ
#8ÿ./ÿ.--31:./;ÿ02+3ÿ62B+ÿ8279.70ÿ>+ÿ27ÿ3>+ÿ653;ÿ5/0+722ÿ.ÿ/56=+7ÿ28ÿ
3+:571;4ÿ:3+.7./:+3ÿ./ÿ1/C-+732/ÿ1/;+7B1+9ÿ"AFÿ.--72B.3ÿ6+01:.3ÿ
3:7++/1/23ÿ./0ÿ.ÿ:53;57.3ÿ271+/;.;12/L.ÿ-72:+@33ÿ;>.;ÿ:./ÿ;.<+ÿ./49>+7+ÿ
8726ÿ+12>;++/ÿ62/;>3ÿ;2ÿ;92ÿ27ÿ;>7++ÿ4+.734 ÿÿD>+ÿ7+852++ÿ.0613312/ÿ
ÿ

MG52;1/2ÿN.7<ÿO71<271./ÿ+,+:5;1B+ÿ017+:;27ÿ827ÿ;>+ÿJ+/;+7ÿ827ÿ#66127.;12/ÿ./0ÿ35--27;+7ÿ28ÿ;12>;+7ÿ
166127.;12/ÿ:2/;723ÿ9>2ÿ/2;+0ÿ;>.;ÿ/+9ÿ-7227.63ÿ.33291/2ÿA2/057./3ÿ;2ÿ.--34ÿ827ÿ.34356ÿ92530ÿ
1/:7+.3+ÿ;>+ÿ83220ÿ28ÿ166127./;3ÿ=4ÿP0270+73ÿ28ÿ6.2/1;50+ÿ627+QRSÿT+887+4ÿ"4ÿJ273+;;1ÿUVWÿXUÿ
YZÿÿUÿÿ[U\ÿ]^UÿWÿÿ_ÿX\ÿUÿ_Uÿ9ÿ̀ K4ÿ#NN#`!4ÿ%4T4ÿ69ÿ
6HÿM99@RÿM0+3:71=1/2ÿ166127.;12/ÿ?502+3ÿ.3ÿP32.;>ÿ;2ÿ2-+/ÿ;>+ÿ166127.;12/ÿ832202.;+3Qÿ91;>ÿ;>+17ÿ
0+:1312/3R4ÿ
ÿ@4ÿaÿJ273+;;1ÿbcUÿ/2;+ÿ@8ÿ.;ÿ69 ÿ/46ÿM:1;1/2ÿ!26+72C!20+71G5+dÿB4ÿE4F4ÿ&;;e4ÿ̀+/4ÿ88ÿ
f4ÿ&--e,ÿ9 ÿ96ÿM88;>ÿJ174ÿ99HRÿ./0ÿ;>+ÿ:2/:+7/ÿ;>+ÿ166127.;12/ÿ?502+ÿ+,-7+33+0ÿ1/ÿ53>+71/2ÿ1/ÿ.ÿ
P0+352+ÿ28ÿ.34356ÿ:3.163Qÿ8726ÿ1/01B105.33ÿ3++<1/2ÿ+:2/261:ÿ2--27;5/1;1+3R4ÿÿ
ÿ@4ÿaÿUÿ/2;+3ÿ@6g@hÿ./0ÿ.::26-./41/2ÿ;+,;4ÿÿÿ
ÿ@64ÿaÿabUiÿaUjÿÿbjÿ]W^WÿÿÿkWÿaZÿkaÿ\^ÿabUiÿ
aUjÿUÿE4F4ÿJKNN#DD ÿfK!ÿ! fE` Fÿlÿ#NN#`!&$DFÿ>;;-7mm7+852++34272m+,-327+C
;>+C1335+3m257C927<C91;>C7+852++3m3+:571;4C3:7++/1/2mÿM3.3;ÿB131;+0ÿ&-74ÿ8 ÿ 98Rÿ0>+7+1/.8;+7ÿ
EFJ!#4ÿÿ
ÿ@H4ÿknanÿbjÿ]W^ÿUjU^ÿE4F4ÿ" eDÿFD&D ÿ>;;-7mm99943;.;+422Bm?m-76m7.mÿ
.0613312/3m1/0+,4>;6ÿM3.3;ÿB131;+0ÿ&-74ÿ8 ÿ98R4ÿÿD>+ÿF;.;+ÿ"+-.7;6+/;ÿ+3;16.;+3ÿ;>+ÿ.B+7.2+ÿ;16+ÿ
827ÿ7+3+;;3+6+/;ÿ13ÿ+12>;++/ÿ;2ÿ;9+/;4C8257ÿ62/;>34ÿÿoWnÿÿÿ
ÿ@@4ÿ&64ÿ2-+ÿÿaUjÿUÿUÿbjÿpUiÿÿÿkWÿaÿ'A#D ÿAKEF ÿ
I%K`ÿM$2B4ÿ 9ÿ 98Hÿ79hÿNRÿ>;;-37mm99949>1;+>253+422Bm=322m98Hm88m9m1/8227.->1:C
3:7++/1/2C-72:+33C7+852++C+/;74C5/1;+0C3;.;+34ÿÿ&--31:./;3ÿ653;ÿ-.33ÿ./ÿ1/1;1.3ÿE$AJ!ÿ=126+;71:3ÿ
./0ÿ1/;+7B1+9ÿ3:7++/1/2ÿ-72:+33ÿ=+827+ÿ62B1/2ÿ2/ÿ;2ÿ857;>+7ÿ7+3+;;3+6+/;ÿ3:7++/1/23Sÿ;>+ÿ6.?271;4ÿ28ÿ
.--31:./;3ÿ02ÿ/2;ÿ.0B./:+4ÿÿoWnÿ
ÿ@4ÿoWnÿÿ
ÿ@4ÿaÿEFJ!#ÿbcUÿ/2;+ÿ@6ÿM25;31/1/2ÿ;>+ÿ3;+-C=4C3;+-ÿ7+3+;;3+6+/;ÿ-72:+33R4ÿÿD>+ÿF;.;+ÿ
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+,2-.//ÿ01/ÿ2..3ÿ4./-,52.4ÿ>1?/ÿ60.ÿ72/6ÿ.86.3/59.ÿ/-,..353:ÿ+,2-.//ÿ;2,ÿ
95/562,/ÿ53ÿ60.ÿ.365,.ÿ-2<36,=4 ÿ
#3ÿ14456523ÿ602/.ÿ@02ÿ;5,/6ÿ-27.ÿ62ÿ60.ÿA356.4ÿB616./ÿ134ÿ1++3=ÿ;2,ÿ
1/=3<7ÿ7</6ÿ/6533ÿ7..6ÿ60.ÿ,.C<5,.7.36/ÿ2;ÿ60.ÿ4.;53565923ÿ2;ÿ1ÿ,.;<:..ÿ134ÿ
+,29.ÿ6016ÿ60.=ÿ019.ÿ1ÿ-,.4523.ÿ;.1,ÿ2;ÿ+.,/.-<65234 ÿÿD05/ÿ,.C<5,./ÿ60.ÿ
1++35-136ÿ62ÿ./61235/0ÿ2.;2,.ÿ13ÿ1/=3<7ÿ2;;5-.,ÿ2,ÿ13ÿ5775:,16523ÿE<4:.ÿ6016ÿ
60.,.ÿ5/ÿ1ÿ/5:35;5-136ÿ+2//525356=ÿ6016ÿ60.ÿ1++35-136ÿ01/ÿ2..3ÿ2,ÿ@533ÿ2.ÿ
+.,/.-<6.4ÿ53ÿ05/ÿ027.ÿ-2<36,=48ÿÿ#;ÿ13ÿ1++35-136ÿ5/ÿ;2<34ÿ62ÿ2.ÿ1ÿ/.-<,56=ÿ
60,.16ÿ2,ÿ5/ÿ13,.14=ÿ;5,73=ÿ,./.663.4ÿ60.ÿE<4:.ÿ71=ÿ;534ÿ1ÿ7134162,=ÿ21,ÿ62ÿ
1/=3<74 ÿÿ9.3ÿ5;ÿ1/=3<7ÿ536.,+,.616523ÿ5/ÿ.8+134.4ÿ62ÿ53-3<4.ÿ-3157/ÿ2;ÿ
:13:ÿ,./5/6.,/ÿ60./.ÿ-0.-F/ÿ23ÿ60.ÿ,.;<:..ÿ134ÿ1/=3<7ÿ+,2-.//ÿ@533ÿ,.7153ÿ
53ÿ+31-.ÿ134ÿ.3/<,.ÿ6016ÿ602/.ÿ@02ÿ/..Fÿ1/=3<7ÿ1,.ÿ:.3<53.3=ÿ;3..53:ÿ
+.,/.-<65234ÿ
ÿ
".+1,67.36ÿ./65716./ÿ6016ÿ60.ÿ+,2-.//ÿ:.3.,133=ÿ61F./ÿ.5:06..3ÿ62ÿ6@.36=G;2<,ÿ72360/ÿ2<6ÿ71=ÿ61F.ÿ
1372/6ÿ60,..ÿ=.1,/ÿ;2,ÿB=,513ÿ,.;<:../ÿ1--2,453:ÿ62ÿA4B4ÿH277566..ÿ;2,ÿ!.;<:../ÿ134ÿ#775:,136/ÿ
+,./54.36ÿ%19531ÿ%57234ÿÿ%5341ÿI5<ÿJKÿLMNÿOPÿQÿRSTÿÿUVÿVÿÿMWÿÿLÿ
VXÿÿÿYXÿZ[ÿ\%#D#]&HDÿ^$294ÿ8_ÿ98_`ÿ066+7aa@@@4+23565;1-64-27a6,<60G2G
7.6.,a/616.7.36/a98_a329a8_aE.2G2</0aE.2G2</0G56G61F./G1372/6G=.1,G,.;<:..G2.G+,2-.//.4a4ÿÿ
ÿ>?4ÿI5<ÿMbVÿ326.ÿ>ÿ^32653:ÿ6016ÿ%5723ÿ4./-,52.4ÿ60.ÿ+,2-.//ÿ;2,ÿ,.;<:../ÿ1/ÿ60.ÿc72/6ÿ
.86.3/59.ÿ/.-<,56=ÿ/-,..353:ÿ@.ÿ019.ÿ;2,ÿ95/562,/dÿ71F53:ÿ56ÿ72,.ÿ45;;5-<36ÿ62ÿ.36.,ÿ1/ÿ1ÿ,.;<:..ÿ6013ÿ
1/ÿ1ÿ62<,5/6ÿ/6<4.36ÿ2,ÿ2</53.//713`4ÿ
ÿ94ÿZÿ ÿA4B4H4ÿeÿ8 _^2`^f`^555̀ÿ^98`gÿhKWÿRiSMTÿÿÿYXÿZÿA4B4ÿ
H#D#j $Bk#ÿlÿ#mm#n!4ÿB !1B4ÿ066+/7aa@@@4</-5/4:29a0<713561,513a,.;<:../G1/=3<7a1/=3<7aÿ
22615353:G1/=3<7G<356.4G/616./ÿ^31/6ÿ<+416.4ÿ\-64ÿ8?ÿ98_`4ÿ
ÿ84ÿhKWÿRiSMTÿÿÿYXÿZÿMbVÿ326.ÿ94ÿÿ#;ÿ13ÿ1++35-136ÿ5/ÿ1++3=53:ÿ60,2<:0ÿ
60.ÿ1;;5,71659.ÿ1/=3<7ÿ+,2-.//ÿ@0.,.ÿ60.ÿ5345954<13ÿ5356516./ÿ60.ÿ;5353:ÿ@560ÿ"kBÿ13ÿ1/=3<7ÿ2;;5-.,ÿ
,.95.@/ÿ60.ÿ1++35-136o/ÿ-31574ÿÿA4B4ÿ" oDÿ\]ÿpABD#H ÿ q HAD#1 ÿ\]]#H ÿ\]ÿ#mm#n!&D#\$ÿ
! 1#' ÿ&Br%Amÿ&$"ÿ'#Dkk\%"#$nÿ\]ÿ! m\1&%ÿ! %#]ÿH\$1 $D#\$ÿ&n&#$BDÿD\!DA! ÿ
!\D HD#\$Bÿs6ÿ^p134ÿ8_ÿ99?`4ÿÿ#3ÿ60.ÿ4.;.3/59.ÿ1/=3<7ÿ+,2-.//ÿ^@0.,.ÿ60.ÿ5345954<13ÿ1++35./ÿ;2,ÿ
1/=3<7ÿ@053.ÿ53ÿ,.72913ÿ+,2-..453:/`ÿ13ÿ5775:,16523ÿE<4:.ÿ0.1,/ÿ60.ÿ1++35-136o/ÿ-3157ÿ134ÿ
.913<16./ÿ@0.60.,ÿ/0.ÿ5/ÿ.35:523.4ÿÿPXtÿ16ÿ64ÿÿ
ÿ4ÿÿZÿ#775:,16523ÿ134ÿ$165231356=ÿ&-6ÿeÿ9ÿ^2`^`^&`^5̀s^95̀4ÿÿ#;ÿ60.ÿ1++35-136ÿ+.,/.-<6.4ÿ
260.,/ÿ;2,ÿ23.ÿ2;ÿ60.ÿ;59.ÿ:,2<34/ÿ@1/ÿ-2395-6.4ÿ2;ÿ1ÿ+1,65-<31,3=ÿ/.,52</ÿ-,57.ÿ-277566.4ÿ1ÿ/.,52</ÿ
323+23565-13ÿ-,57.ÿ2<6/54.ÿ60.ÿA356.4ÿB616./ÿ.3:1:.4ÿ53ÿ6.,,2,5/6ÿ1-65956=ÿ@1/ÿ;5,73=ÿ,./.663.4ÿ
.3/.@0.,.ÿ2,ÿ@1/ÿ1ÿ413:.,ÿ62ÿ60.ÿ/.-<,56=ÿ2;ÿ60.ÿA356.4ÿB616./ÿ60.ÿ1++35-136ÿ71=ÿ2.ÿ53.35:523.ÿ;2,ÿ
1/=3<74ÿÿPXtgÿÿSÿuMÿvÿRwVNÿxVXKSÿyVÿZVWÿA4B4ÿH#D#j $Bk#ÿlÿ#mm#n!4ÿ
B !1B4ÿ 066+/7aa@@@4</-5/4:29a0<713561,513a,.;<:../G1/=3<7a1/=3<7aC<./6523/G13/@.,/G-,.4523.G
;.1,G/-,..353:ÿ^31/6ÿ<+416.4ÿp<3=ÿ8_ÿ98_`4ÿ
ÿ4ÿH160.,53.ÿf.66/ÿxÿPÿzÿÿ{|ÿÿRÿxÿVÿRiSMTÿVÿVMVSÿ{ÿ{ÿ
iÿRWÿzWÿXÿhVÿzW}SXÿxSTÿ69ÿD4ÿm&!Bk&%%ÿ%4ÿ! 14ÿ_ÿ89ÿ^986`ÿ
^,.-2:35~53:ÿ6016ÿ60.ÿ;3224:16./ÿ1,:<7.36ÿ;153/ÿ62ÿ-23/54.,ÿ6016ÿ.8+13453:ÿ1/=3<7ÿ,.-2:356523ÿ42./ÿ
326ÿ:<1,136..ÿ.9.,=ÿ5345954<13ÿ53ÿ60.ÿ:,2<+ÿ@533ÿ2.ÿ.35:523.ÿ;2,ÿ1/=3<7ÿ2.-1</.ÿ1/=3<7G/..F.,/ÿ/6533ÿ
7</6ÿ4.723/6,16.ÿ1ÿ@.33G;2<34.4ÿ;.1,ÿ2;ÿ+.,/.-<6523ÿ23ÿ60.ÿ21/5/ÿ2;ÿ23.ÿ2;ÿ60.ÿ;59.ÿ:,2<34/`4ÿÿ
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+,-.ÿ&/0-132ÿ322.ÿ420ÿ53621502ÿ72/ÿ5ÿ8354920ÿ:/540ÿ27ÿ5.;3<=ÿ02ÿ54;242ÿ
7322-4:ÿ:54:ÿ6-232412ÿ-4ÿ0,2ÿ$2/0,2/4ÿ+/-54:3246ÿÿ!50,2/ÿ-0ÿ3229.ÿ02ÿ5ÿ
.>21-7-1ÿ:/2<>ÿ?-0,-4ÿ0,50ÿ/2:-247ÿ0,2.2ÿ?,2ÿ5/2ÿ@ABÿ8;ÿ:54:.ÿ8215<.2ÿ
27ÿ0,2-/ÿ/2.-.054124Cÿÿ+,-.ÿ5>>/251,ÿ322.ÿ420ÿ:/540ÿ5.;3<=ÿ02ÿ262/;242ÿ?,2ÿ
7322.ÿ6-232412ÿ8<0ÿ=2/23;ÿ/212:4-D2.ÿ0,2ÿ7510ÿ0,50ÿ12/05-4ÿ-43-6-3<53.ÿ5/2ÿ
/2.-.0-4:ÿ5ÿ:/2<>ÿ59-4ÿ02ÿ54ÿ-4.</:241;ÿ7/2=ÿ?,-1,ÿ0,2ÿ:262/4=240ÿ-.ÿ<45832ÿ
02ÿ>/20210ÿ0,2=4ÿÿ#0ÿ-.ÿ0,2.2ÿ-43-6-3<53.ÿ?,2ÿ?5//540ÿ>/20210-24ÿ<432/ÿ0,2ÿ
5453;.-.ÿ>/2.24023ÿ-4ÿ0,-.ÿE2==2404ÿ
+,2ÿ5/:<=240ÿ0,50ÿ5ÿ1,54:2ÿ-4ÿ5.;3<=ÿ>/510-12ÿ?-33ÿ2>24ÿ0,2ÿ73223:502.ÿ
27024ÿ>/2.<>>2.2.ÿ0,50ÿ.2=2ÿ27ÿ0,2ÿ-==-:/540.ÿ-4ÿ0,-.ÿ-473<Fÿ?-33ÿ.229ÿ02ÿ.05;Iÿ
-4ÿ0,2ÿG4-023ÿH0502.ÿ420ÿ72/ÿ.5720;ÿ8<0ÿ72/ÿ21242=-1ÿ2>>2/0<4-0;4 ÿÿ
J2?262/ÿ?,-32ÿ0,2ÿ$2/0,2/4ÿ+/-54:32ÿ-.ÿ54ÿ-=>262/-.,23ÿ/2:-24ÿ/2350-62ÿ02ÿ
0,2ÿG4-023ÿH0502.ÿ0,2/2ÿ-.ÿ.<8.0540-53ÿ26-32412ÿ0,50ÿ6-232412ÿ-.ÿ0,2ÿ>/-=5/;ÿ
/25.24ÿ0,50ÿ=54;ÿ73224 ÿÿ"505ÿ7/2=ÿE<.02=.ÿ543ÿK2/32/ÿ/20210-24ÿ-4ÿ986ÿ
-43-1502.ÿ5ÿ.0/24:ÿ12//2350-24ÿ820?224ÿ1-0-2.ÿ?-0,ÿ,-:,ÿ,2=-1-32ÿ/502.ÿ543ÿ
1-0-2.ÿ7/2=ÿ?,-1,ÿ0,2ÿ=2.0ÿ1,-33ÿ=-:/540.ÿ5//-623ÿ50ÿ0,2ÿG4H4ÿ82/32/4ÿÿ+,2ÿ
:/2502.0ÿ4<=82/ÿ27ÿ1,-3M3/24ÿ7323ÿ7/2=ÿH54ÿ23/2ÿH<35L0,2ÿ,2=-1-32ÿ15>-053ÿ
27ÿ0,2ÿ?2/33ÿ-4ÿ9864 ÿÿ#4ÿ12=>5/-.24ÿ6-/0<533;ÿ42ÿ=-:/540.ÿ7/2=ÿ0,2ÿ986ÿ
.</:2ÿ15=2ÿ7/2=ÿ82/32/-4:ÿ$-15/5:<5ÿ9?,-1,ÿ-.ÿ.-=-35/3;ÿ>35:<23ÿ?-0,ÿ
>262/0;ÿ8<0ÿ-.ÿ.-:4-7-15403;ÿ32..ÿ6-232404 ÿÿ#4ÿ7510ÿ3/262.ÿ27ÿ0,2ÿ$2/0,2/4ÿ
+/-54:32ÿ/2.-3240.ÿ5/2ÿ7322-4:ÿÿ12<40/-2.ÿ3-92ÿ$-15/5:<5ÿ545=5ÿE2.05ÿ
!-15ÿK23-D2ÿ543ÿN2F-12L12<40/8-2.ÿ?-0,ÿ5/:<583;ÿ.-=-35/ÿ21242=-1ÿ
2>>2/0<4-0;ÿ8<0ÿ32..ÿ:54:ÿ6-2324124 ÿ
ÿ
ÿ64ÿOÿ@ÿ5/0ÿ1##4ÿ
ÿC4ÿOÿPQ@ÿH210-24ÿ14K4ÿÿ
ÿI4ÿOÿPQ@ÿ4202.ÿI6RICÿ543ÿ5112=>54;-4:ÿ02F04ÿÿ
ÿ4ÿOÿK/-54ÿ!2.4-19ÿSTÿUVWVVVÿXYB@ÿZYBAÿ[P@ÿ\@B@ÿ]ÿ^ÿÿ]__A@ÿO@Tÿ
&+%&$+#Eÿ`a<42ÿ8Iÿ 986bÿ,00>7cc???40,2503540-1412=c>23-0-1.c5/1,-62c986c9Ic?,;dM9999d1,-33ÿ
/24d73223-4:d2</d82/32/d-.d420d54d-==-:/50-24d.02/;c6CIC6cÿ̀/2>2/0-4:ÿG$JE!ÿ3505ÿ-43-150-4:ÿ0,2ÿ
=5e2/-0;ÿ27ÿ1,-33/24ÿ?,2ÿ7323ÿ0,2ÿ$2/0,2/4ÿ+/-54:32ÿ-4ÿ986ÿ3-3ÿ.2ÿ8215<.2ÿ27ÿ6-232412b4ÿÿ&112/3-4:ÿ
02ÿ%2.3-2ÿ1232DÿH24-2/ÿ/20210-24ÿf77-12/ÿ50ÿ0,2ÿG$JE!ÿg+,2.2ÿ>22>32ÿ5/24h0ÿ12=-4:ÿ,2/2ÿ72/ÿ
21242=-1ÿ2>>2/0<4-0;4ÿÿ+,2;ÿ5/2ÿ7322-4:ÿ72/ÿ0,2-/ÿ3-62.4iÿÿ]Bjÿ
ÿ4ÿ!2832.ÿPQ@ÿ4202ÿ8CCÿ`/2>2/0-4:ÿ.050-.0-1.ÿ7/2=ÿE<.02=.ÿ543ÿK2/32/ÿ/20210-24ÿ/26253-4:ÿ5ÿ
12//2350-24ÿ820?224ÿ,-:,ÿ,2=-1-32ÿ/502.ÿ543ÿ=-:/50-24b4ÿÿ
ÿM4ÿ]B4ÿÿ',-32ÿJ243</5.ÿ>/26-2<.3;ÿ?5.ÿ0,2ÿ=</32/ÿ15>-053ÿ27ÿ0,2ÿ?2/33ÿ-0ÿ?5.ÿ/212403;ÿ
.</>5..23ÿ8;ÿ3ÿH536532/4ÿÿ5/032?ÿPQ@ÿ4202ÿ894ÿ
ÿ 94ÿ!2832.ÿPQ@ÿ4202ÿ8CC4ÿÿ
ÿ 84ÿOÿk_QBÿ@lÿmP_@ÿOPÿÿkOÿ\@B@ÿG$JE!ÿ,00>7cc???4ÿ
<4,1/42/:c24d<.c1,-33/24d24d0,2d/<44,0=3ÿ`35.0ÿ6-.-023ÿ&>/4ÿ8 ÿ 98bÿ`321<=240-4:ÿ5ÿ88Cnÿ
-41/25.2ÿ-4ÿ5.;3<=ÿ5>>3-150-24.ÿ-4ÿN2F-12ÿ545=5ÿ$-15/5:<5ÿE2.05ÿ!-15ÿ543ÿK23-D2ÿ12=8-423ÿ
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'+,3-ÿ.+-ÿ/0,.-1ÿ2.3.-4ÿ536ÿ7829,1-ÿ30ÿ-:2025,:ÿ,0:-0.,9-ÿ;28ÿ
5,<830.4ÿ=+-0ÿ.+-ÿ/$>?!ÿ,0.-89,-=-1ÿ29-8ÿ;2@8ÿ+@018-1ÿ?-0.833ÿ
&5-8,:30ÿ:+,318-0ÿ33524.ÿ4,A.6ÿ7-8:-0.ÿ43,1ÿ.+-ÿ8-3420ÿ.+-6ÿ:8244-1ÿ.+-ÿ
B281-8ÿ=34ÿ43;-.6ÿ;825ÿ9,23-0:-4 ÿÿ#.ÿ8-53,04ÿ30ÿ@0;28.@03.-ÿ7244,B,3,.6ÿ.+3.ÿ
3463@5ÿ782.-:.,204ÿ536ÿB-ÿ3B@4-14 ÿÿC+-ÿD@-4.,20ÿ,4ÿ=+-.+-8ÿ78-9-0.,0<ÿ
.+-ÿ7244,B,3,.6ÿ2;ÿ-:2025,:ÿ5,<830.4ÿ4--E,0<ÿ3463@5ÿ,4ÿ=28.+ÿ1-06,0<ÿ
782.-:.,20ÿ.2ÿ.+24-ÿ=+2ÿ<-0@,0-36ÿ0--1ÿ,.46ÿ
#.ÿ,4ÿ:8,.,:33ÿ;28ÿ/424ÿ3463@5ÿ33=ÿ.2ÿ8-:2<0,F-ÿ.+-ÿ1,4.,0:.,20ÿB-.=--0ÿ
:25520ÿ@8B30ÿ:8,5-ÿ28ÿ729-8.6ÿ301ÿ.+-ÿ:@88-0.ÿ4.820<+231ÿ2;ÿ.830403.,2033ÿ
<30<4ÿ,0ÿ.+-ÿ$28.+-80ÿC8,30<3-4Gÿÿ&127.,0<ÿ3ÿ+23,4.,:ÿ377823:+ÿ.2ÿ.+-ÿ
3463@5ÿ303364,4ÿ782H9,1-4ÿ30ÿ39-0@-ÿ;28ÿ:2@8.4ÿ.2ÿ;,03336ÿ8-:2<0,F-ÿ.+3.ÿ
:8,.,:33ÿ1,4.,0:.,204 ÿÿ#.ÿ3332=4ÿ:2@8.4ÿ.2ÿ30336F-ÿ8-4,4.30:-ÿ301ÿ0-@.833,.6ÿ
=,.+,0ÿ.+-,8ÿ:20.-A.47ÿ,0ÿ.+,4ÿ:34-ÿ3ÿ42:,2I723,.,:33ÿ:20.-A.ÿ=+-8-ÿ<30<4ÿ38-ÿ
1-ÿ;3:.2ÿ<29-805-0.4ÿ=+-8-ÿ8-4,4.30:-ÿ28ÿ0-@.833,.6ÿ,4ÿ3E,0ÿ.2ÿ.8-3420ÿ=-8-ÿ
.+-8-ÿ,4ÿ9,8.@3336ÿ02ÿ4.3.-ÿ782.-:.,20ÿ301ÿ=+-8-ÿ;3--,0<ÿ.+-ÿ:2@0.86ÿ,4ÿ.+-ÿ
2036ÿ9,3B3-ÿ27.,204ÿ
C+,4ÿ377823:+ÿ=,33ÿ02.ÿJ27-0ÿ.+-ÿ;3221<3.-4Kÿ2;ÿ,55,<83.,20Lÿ,04.-31ÿ,.ÿ
=,33ÿ3332=ÿ30ÿ39-0@-ÿ2;ÿ43;-.6ÿ;28ÿ3ÿ9@30-83B3-ÿ<82@7ÿ.+3.ÿ+34ÿ320<ÿB--0ÿ
.@80-1ÿ3=36ÿ;825ÿ&5-8,:3M4ÿB281-8N3ÿ<82@7ÿ2;ÿ:,.,F-04ÿ.+3.ÿ.+-ÿ/0,.-1ÿ
2.3.-4ÿ4+2@31ÿB-ÿ8-31,36ÿ3::-7.,0<4 ÿÿ&4ÿ20-ÿ8-.,8-1ÿ,55,<83.,20ÿO@1<-ÿ
02.-1ÿ=+-0ÿ3118-44,0<ÿ.+24-ÿ=+2ÿ8-4,4.ÿ<30<ÿ8-:8@,.5-0.7ÿ
'+3.ÿE,01ÿ2;ÿ8-4,4.30:-ÿ=2@31ÿ,.ÿ.3E-ÿ=+3.ÿE,01ÿ2;ÿ52833ÿ4.8-0<.+ÿ
=2@31ÿ,.ÿ.3E-ÿ.2ÿ436ÿ02Pÿÿ#ÿ120M.ÿ.+,0Eÿ=-ÿ+39-ÿ3ÿ1,;;,:@3.6ÿ
ÿ
;825ÿ99ÿ.2ÿ986QLÿÿRÿSTUSÿVWÿXWÿYZ[\Y]Z^ÿ&_4ÿ#__#`!4ÿ%4ÿ&22M$ÿa_384ÿ8Hÿ98HQÿ
+..77bb===43,33428<b,0;20-.b8-42@8:-4I:-0.833I35-8,:30I+@530,.38,30I:8,4,44ÿÿ
ÿ 4ÿ!-40,:Eÿcdeÿ02.-ÿ4ÿÿf;ÿ.+-ÿ696ÿ:+,318-0ÿ,0.-89,-=-1ÿGgÿ=-8-ÿ;2@01ÿ.2ÿB-ÿJ;28:,B36ÿ
1,4733:-1KÿB6ÿ9,23-0:-4ÿÿThWÿ
ÿ 4ÿ"&$ÿ?&"_&$ÿ?C!4ÿ#__#`!4ÿ2C/"4ÿ&2i%/_ÿ#$ÿC> ÿ/$#C "ÿ2C&C 27ÿ>f'ÿ&ÿj#$ %iÿ
C/$ "ÿ2i2C _ÿfjÿ?> ?k2ÿ&$"ÿl&%&$? 2ÿ>&2ÿl $ÿ jj ?C#1 %iÿ"#2_&$C% "ÿÿa_384ÿ986Qÿ
+..77bb:,4428<b4,.-4b:,4428<b;,3-4b:31530I3463@5471;4ÿ
ÿ 64ÿmÿl233024I>-80301-Fÿ94ÿ#4$424ÿHÿj41ÿ8ÿ8 Gÿan.+ÿ?,84ÿ8n6Qÿa8-:2<0,F,0<ÿ.+3.ÿ02.ÿ
8-D@,8,0<ÿ3463@5ÿ3773,:30.4ÿ.2ÿ78-4-0.ÿ,01-7-01-0.ÿ:2882B283.,0<ÿ-9,1-0:-ÿ2;ÿ3ÿ47-:,;,:ÿ.+8-3.ÿJ536ÿ
,09,.-ÿ.+24-ÿ=+24-ÿ3,9-4ÿ28ÿ;8--125ÿ38-ÿ02.ÿ.+8-3.-0-1ÿ.2ÿ530@;3:.@8-ÿ-9,1-0:-ÿ2;ÿ47-:,;,:ÿ
130<-84ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿ0C+-ÿ,5724,.,20ÿ2;ÿ4@:+ÿ3ÿ8-D@,8-5-0.ÿ=2@31ÿ8-4@3.ÿ,0ÿ.+-ÿ1-728.3.,20ÿ2;ÿ5306ÿ7-273-ÿ
=+24-ÿ3,9-4ÿ<-0@,0-36ÿ38-ÿ,0ÿO-2738164KQ4ÿÿ
ÿ G4ÿ?284-..,ÿcdeÿ02.-ÿH8ÿ3.ÿ6G4ÿÿ
ÿ H4ÿmÿcdeÿ2-:.,20ÿ1#4&4ÿÿ
ÿ Wÿmÿcdeÿ2-:.,204ÿ14&ol4ÿ
ÿ 4ÿThWÿÿ
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,-./0123-.4-5ÿ6732ÿ82-184/-8/ÿ41ÿ4-ÿ3ÿ8408,9123-8/ÿ34:/ÿ27324ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿ
'/ÿ3.940/ÿ27324ÿÿ'/ÿ13;ÿ2732ÿ</012-ÿ731ÿ8730382/0ÿ2732ÿ</012-ÿ731ÿ
129/ÿ1202ÿ2=ÿ92033ÿ120/-5274ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿ#=ÿ27/;>0/ÿ524-5ÿ22ÿ?/ÿ7309/.ÿ
?/83,1/ÿ2=ÿ2732ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿÿ27/@-ÿ42>1ÿ</0=/823;ÿ4-ÿ34-/ÿ6427ÿ2,0ÿ336ÿ22ÿ503-2ÿ
27/9ÿ<23424833ÿ31;3,94 ÿ
1##4ÿAB$A%CD#B$ÿ
C-./0ÿ?227ÿ4-2/0-3242-33ÿ3-.ÿC4D4ÿ336ÿ3-;2-/ÿ,-64334-5ÿ20ÿ,-3?3/ÿ22ÿ
0/2,0-ÿ22ÿ27/40ÿ82,-20;ÿ?/83,1/ÿ2=ÿ3ÿ6/33E=2,-./.ÿ=/30ÿ2=ÿ</01/8,242-ÿ?31/.ÿ
2-ÿ<23424833ÿ2<4-42-ÿ=029ÿ67487ÿ27/@940ÿ52F/0-9/-2ÿ41ÿ,-3?3/ÿ22ÿ<022/82ÿ27/9ÿ
41ÿ3ÿ0/=,5//ÿ/3454?3/ÿ=20ÿ<022/8242-4 ÿÿ#2ÿ41ÿ.4==48,32ÿ22ÿ.41<,2/ÿ2732ÿ27/ÿ8,00/-2ÿ
F423/-8/ÿ8299422/.ÿ?;ÿ53-51ÿ4-ÿ27/ÿ$2027/0-ÿG043-53/ÿ<30248,3303;ÿ27/ÿ
2305/2/.ÿF423/-8/ÿ22630.ÿ0/1412/01ÿ41ÿ3ÿ270/32ÿ22ÿ34=/ÿ3-.ÿ=0//.29ÿ3-.ÿ
82-1242,2/1ÿ</01/8,242-4@8ÿÿ#-ÿ27/ÿ8,00/-2ÿH24-E20E.4/ÿ53-5ÿ8,32,0/ÿ67/0/ÿIDE
8ÿ3-.ÿJ30042ÿ8ÿ382ÿ31ÿ./ÿ=3822ÿ52F/0-9/-21ÿ2F/0ÿ/-240/ÿ8299,-424/1ÿ
0/14124-5ÿ0/80,429/-2ÿ731ÿ?/829/ÿ1;-2-;92,1ÿ6427ÿ2<<214242-Kÿ2<@<214242-ÿ41ÿ
4-ÿ2,0-ÿ9/2ÿ6427ÿ0/3/-23/11ÿ<,01,42ÿ3-.ÿ?0,233ÿ0/23343242-4 ÿÿ#-ÿ3-ÿ
/-F402-9/-2ÿ67/0/ÿ53-51ÿ/==/824F/3;ÿ0,3/ÿ524-5ÿ3534-12ÿ2@7/ÿ5034-ÿ41ÿ920/ÿ
273-ÿ-/,203342;Kÿ42ÿ41ÿ3ÿ./34?/032/ÿ3-.ÿ82123;ÿ<23424833ÿ87248/4 ÿ
&1ÿ53-5ÿ<0/1/-8/ÿ?/829/1ÿ4-/183<3?3/ÿ0/1412/01ÿ=3//ÿ22ÿ&9/0483ÿ67/0/ÿ
C4D4ÿ82,021ÿ0/1412ÿ27/9ÿH,12ÿ31ÿ1202-53;4@6ÿÿ#-ÿ.24-5ÿ12ÿ82,021ÿ45@L-20/ÿ27/ÿ
.412,0?4-5ÿ0/3342;ÿ2=ÿ6732ÿ41ÿ73<</-4-5ÿ4-ÿ27/ÿ$2027/0-ÿG043-53/4 ÿÿM3-51ÿ
30/ÿ64/3.4-5ÿ,-<0/8/./-2/.ÿ<26/0ÿ4-ÿ27/40ÿ8299,-424/1ÿ3-.ÿ2721/ÿ672ÿ
0/1412ÿ27/9ÿ30/ÿ0/14124-5ÿ3ÿ1284/233ÿ=208/ÿ=029ÿ67487ÿ27/40ÿ52F/0-9/-2ÿ83--22ÿ
ÿ
ÿ @4ÿ ;./0ÿ/03323ÿNOÿÿPQRÿSTÿUVÿÿWÿÿXYRÿZ[YÿQYÿ$!ÿ
\]/?4ÿ Lÿ 98^_ÿ722<7̀6̀664-<04205`98^9̀`L6̀^99^6̀7;E3E14-53/Ea,/1242-E./84./1E27/E
=32/1E2=E8/-2033E39/0483-E94503-21ÿ\a,224-5ÿ0/240/.ÿ4994503242-ÿH,.5/ÿ'433439ÿ13-ÿ';8:/_4ÿ
ÿ@94ÿ!/=,5//ÿ&82ÿ2=ÿ8@9ÿ,?4ÿ%4ÿ$24ÿ@^E8 ÿbÿ98ÿ@6ÿD2324ÿ89Kÿ0222823ÿ!/3324-5ÿ22ÿ27/ÿD232,1ÿ
2=ÿ!/=,5//1ÿTcYÿ-22/ÿ@KÿA2-F/-242-ÿ!/3324-5ÿ22ÿ27/ÿD232,1ÿ2=ÿ!/=,5//1ÿTcYÿ-22/ÿ@4ÿ
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